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FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT 
 Cape May County Airport Business Plan 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

HE PURPOSE OF THIS BUSINESS PLAN FOR Cape May County Airport is to assess potential 
means to improve the Airport=s financial performance, economic development, and 
operation.  Our understanding of the current situation involves several components, 

including the Airport=s ability to provide air transportation for the local tourism industry, its 
competitive setting, the benefits and costs of attracting corporate aviation, the potential benefits 
of the Airport Museum and the WW II heritage of the Airport, the potential for additional hangar 
development, the use of a Fixed Based Operator (FBO) for supplemental airport management 
services, working with the county government to enhance economic development through airport 
properties and services, and a number of other facility-related issues. 
 
1.1  Vision Statement 
 

The Airport is owned by the County of Cape May, New Jersey and is leased and operated 
by the Delaware River and Bay Authority (DRBA) under a multi-year agreement with the county. 
The Airport has adopted the following Vision Statement for its facilities: 
 

ACape May County and DRBA will strive to meet or exceed citizen needs through 
accountability, fairness, consistency and increased communication.  We will maintain 
and improve existing infrastructure in an effective and efficient manner.  New growth 
will be accommodated through proactive planning and implementation.  We are 
committed to supporting a positive work environment in which employees can share in 
the overall health, safety and welfare of the community.@ 

 
1.2  Airport Mission  
 

Cape May County Airport=s role is that of a general aviation facility, providing general 
aviation services for regional air transportation.  Cape May County Airport accommodates 
general aviation activity including all types of propeller aircraft and most types of business jets.  
The Airport is operated by the Delaware River and Bay Authority (DRBA), and is subject to 
certain administrative and legislative controls by the County, along with State (NJ Department of 
Environmental Protection, NJ State Historic Preservation Office, and NJ Department of 
Transportation) and Federal (FAA, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and NEPA) mandates. There is 
no specific mission statement for the Airport, but there is a mission statement for DRBA that we 
have adapted for the Airport as follows: 

 
“The mission of Cape May County Airport is to provide safe, efficient and modern airport 
facilities while participating in controlled economic development opportunities supported 
by a technically proficient and professionally motivated workforce dedicated to 
maintaining and improving the quality of the community through environmentally and 

T 
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economically sound infrastructure preservation and growth while providing outstanding 
service to our customers.” 
 

The Airport is considered as an asset to the community, providing air transportation infrastructure 
needed for business, personal and recreational travel.  Airport operational objectives that support 
the overall DRBA mission statement could include the following: 
 
Objectives 

• Provide safe and efficient airport facilities and services to its based aircraft owners and the 
flying public, while operating compatibly with its neighbors and providing a base for 
economic development. 

• Work effectively with Cape May County, the State of New Jersey, and the FAA in 
providing and improving facilities and operations as established within the lease agreement 

• Continue to operate the Airport safely, efficiently, and in a manner that conserves DRBA, 
State, and Federal resources of time and money. 

• Control expenditures and increase revenues at the Airport, without sacrificing needed 
services. 

• Encourage private sector investment in the utilization of the Airport=s facilities. 
• Identify and respond to the public's changing needs and priorities regarding DRBA 

services. 
• Provide the expertise and resources required to promote and participate in the economic 

development goals of Cape May County as opportunities arise at the Airport. 
• Encourage compatible public use of Airport facilities or property, (including non-aviation 

facilities on airport property and development of non-airport property adjacent to the 
airport) where possible and appropriate. 

• Attract and retain a technically proficient and professionally motivated work force with the 
skills necessary to accomplish DRBA goals and objectives in providing the best facilities 
and services available. 

• Promote the individual and group commitment to standards of professional excellence. 
 
The final result is to help the Airport achieve greater financial and operational performance in 
support of the community=s overall goals and vision. 
 
1.3 Airport Issues 
 

Cape May County Airport began in 1941 as a Naval Air Station and is located 
approximately five miles from the city of Cape May. The Airport covers an area of 996 acres, and 
is a general aviation facility featuring two runways, six taxiways and three aircraft parking ramps. 
Runway 1-19 is 4,998 feet by 150 feet and Runway 10-28 is also 4,998 feet by 150 feet.  Both 
are asphalt paved and in good condition.  A number of preliminary issues have been identified 
and addressed, including: 
 

• Building Renovation:  At Cape May County Airport, there are numerous buildings that 
must be either restored or demolished.  One example is the renovation work DRBA has 
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performed on the WWII era main terminal building, which now features the Flight Deck 
Diner.  Even with the work accomplished so far, there is much yet to do on that structure 
in order to make it fully functional. Each building at the Airport must be examined and 
determinations must be made regarding the feasibility of preservation and restoration 
versus demolition and new construction.  Some buildings, such as Hangar #1 listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places which houses a developing aircraft museum are 
relatively easy to assign value and clearly justify preservation.  Other structures, such as 
the former base Officer’s Club, other base offices and staff quarters are in varying stages of 
disrepair, (many of them quite severe) and are situated on valuable parcels of Airport 
property that could otherwise be developed for commercial occupancy and revenue 
enhancement. 
 

• Museums:  The Airport features two museums: Naval Air Station Wildwood Museum, 
and the Forgotten Warriors Vietnam Museum.  A third museum is being contemplated for 
another of the WW II buildings – a Coast Guard museum.  The Naval Air Station 
Wildwood Museum is under a 25-year lease at $12 per year, which commenced in 1997.  
This lease pre-dated DRBA’s involvement at the airport and does not include DRBA in 
any revenue stream.  In addition, the lease doesn’t limit the activities undertaken by the 
Museum management, such as aircraft storage or maintenance.  Potential competition 
against the Airport’s FBO and the DRBA cannot be addressed through the current lease 
structure.   
 

• Management of Existing Non-Aviation Tenant Structures: In addition to traditional 
airside and landside airport features, DRBA has management authority over a number of 
buildings on the extended Airport property that functions as an industrial park. There is 
currently no other developed industrial park in Cape May County.  In the past, there was 
some support for the idea of attracting businesses to the Airport Industrial Park so that their 
valuable land could be converted to uses supporting the local tourism-related real estate 
industry.  As the landlord, it is DRBA’s responsibility to provide adequate tenant 
facilities and amenities, while simultaneously maximizing the revenue stream. The 
business plan will inventory non-aviation buildings that are managed by DRBA and make 
recommendations for potential use and revenue generation. 

 
• Runway Extension: The most recent recommended Airport Layout Plan Update 

recommends the extension of Runway 19 by an additional 1,000 feet.  Based on recent 
information, there are significant environmental barriers to the extension of Runway 1-19.  
A Runway Safety Area study and Airport Layout Plan Update are scheduled for 2009/2010 
Airport Capital Improvement Program (ACIP) funding which will resolve whether or not 
the extension of Runway 10-28 would be a better alternative.  Regardless, the project 
would include the acquisition of additional land necessary to maintain minimum approach 
areas for the extended runway. This action will upgrade the Airport to acceptable 
minimums necessary to accommodate a wider range of business and corporate aircraft - 
essential to the long term viability of the Airport - as well as allowing for possible 
commercial service to the area.    
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• DRBA or Private Development of Hangars: There is a demand for additional hangar 

space on the Airport. There are questions regarding the most cost effective method of 
developing the hangars needed. The newest hangar (Kindle Hangar) was developed, 
funded and constructed by a private partnership of four tenants. DRBA assisted in site 
selection and site preparations. The facility is managed on a land lease with DRBA. A 
number of options will be explored for future hangar development, including: DRBA 
development and construction, contracting private construction with term leases, and the 
contracting of private construction as a turn-key operation with DRBA retaining full 
ownership of the facilities. 

 
• Attraction of Corporate Aviation: The attraction of corporate aviation to Cape May 

County Airport is vital to the Airport’s long term viability, and will depend in part on 
several issues, including the expansion of the primary runway to a length greater than 
4,998 feet, and up-to-date hangar facilities. Without these improvements the Airport is 
somewhat limited in regard to the types of aircraft it may service, resulting in a competitive 
disadvantage to Millville and Atlantic City airports.  
 

• Environmental: There are several wetland and environmental issues that could be affected 
by the planned development of Airport property. DRBA is currently working with the New 
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection on a possible Airport Habitat Conservation 
Plan allowing for predictable decisions for economic development of Airport property. 
DRBA has been proactive in setting aside capital money in the Authority’s budget for this 
initiative. 

 
• Alternative Revenue Sources: In the case where Federal (and State) funds fall short of the 

eligible amounts, the DRBA typically must make up the difference. This is also true for 
projects DRBA chooses to initiate ahead of FAA funding. For projects that are ineligible for 
Federal or State funding, the DRBA or private investment sources must be used to fund 100 
percent of the cost of development.  A variety of methods exist by which the DRBA can 
finance the development program. This business plan examines several such options. 

 
• Tourism in Cape May County:  The number one industry in the county is tourism, 

attracting 19 million visitors and generating $5.1 billion annually. Heralded as the 
“nation’s oldest seashore resort” Cape May City is also home to the 8th largest fishing fleet 
in the United States in terms of pounds caught.  By its nature, tourism in the northeast is a 
seasonal industry with peak activity falling between April and November.  Another factor 
in light of a strengthening Canadian dollar is a resurgence in the numbers of beachgoers 
from north of the border. It is entirely possible that special air charters or limited schedule 
air service might be arranged to transport them to Cape May.  County officials have made 
it clear they are not as interested in attracting large industries to Cape May County as they 
are in focusing on adding value to the existing strengths of the tourism industry, and in 
developing supporting businesses that will generate jobs out of season.  The business plan 
will explore methods of supplementing the County’s tourism industry. 
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• FBO/Fuel Flowage:  At Cape May County Airport, Big Sky Aviation is the FBO.  As 

such, rental and fuel flowage fee payments to DRBA are based on a ground lease and 
$0.05 per gallon of fuel sold.  These rates may be low, relative to other FBO 
arrangements at New Jersey airports.  However, included in the analysis must be the 
assessment of whether there is enough business to keep Big Sky financially viable.  Some 
airport sponsors give price breaks to their FBOs in return for services such as airport 
management or light maintenance work.  Thus, the business plan examines the rates and 
charges structure at the Airport. 
 

1.4  Desired End Products 
 

The end products that are produced as a result of this analysis include the following: 
 

• A well-defined mission statement for the Airport. 
• An evaluation of current Airport business operating practices. 
• An identification and evaluation of needs, opportunities, and challenges facing the Airport. 
• A five-year projection of revenues and expenses at the Airport for the baseline case and 

alternative scenarios. 
• Strategic planning recommendations for the Airport, including those for capital 

development, leases, operations, marketing, zoning, and management.  
• Executive summaries and technical reports for the Airport, DRBA and Cape May County 

use. 
 
1.5  Report Outline 
 

In order to address the issues described above and to produce the desired end products, 
this report has been organized to include the following sections: 
 

• Section 1 - Introduction 
• Section 2 - Background and Management Structure 
• Section 3 - Existing Airport Characteristics  
• Section 4 - Baseline Financial and Economic Outlook 
• Section 5 - Business Plan Alternatives 
• Section 6 - Recommended Plan 
• Section 7 – Economic Impact Assessment 
• Appendix A – Business Incentives 
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2.2    Airport Staffing 

The day-to day operations of the Airport is currently the responsibility of the Airport 
Assistant Operations Manager who reports to the Airport Operations Manager. Both of those 
personnel must have a working knowledge of Federal, State, Local and DRBA regulations relating 
to aviation, supervises airport staff, and coordinates operational security and emergency situations 
as necessary with local responders. They also manage an operating budget that they participate in 
developing along with assisting with the DRBA’s long term design and capital development of the 
NJ Airports. The airport is staffed by the Assistant Operations Manager and one part-time Airport 
Safety & Operations Specialist (ASOS) during the peak months of the summer. 

 
 The Airport is open 24 hours per day, seven days per week, however, only staffed by 
DRBA personnel 7 days a week during the summer months when the ASOS is working and 5 days 
a week during the winter months when it is the Assistant Operations Manager. The FBO (Big Sky 
Aviation) is open 7 days per week closing at 6 pm during the winter and 8 pm during the summer. 
The operations staff perform daily self-inspections, submitting work orders for deficiencies as 
necessary, perform monthly storm water pollution prevention inspections and perform quarterly 
inspections on things like fuel farms and trucks and hangar inspections. They also perform escort 
duties within the AOA, monitor construction activity as necessary, and perform wildlife hazard 
dispersal duties as necessary. 
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3.  EXISTING AIRPORT CHARACTERISTICS 
 

T CAPE MAY COUNTY AIRPORT, TWO DISTINCT functional areas exist: the airside and 
landside area. In this regard, different strategies are used in augmenting revenues and 
trimming expenses.  Because of their differing earning potentials and methods, both the 

airside and landside functions are important pieces of this airport business plan. It is crucial that 
they operate in harmony. For this report, several references were consulted to provide a 
comprehensive inventory of airport characteristics. They include: Master Plan and Airport 
Layout Plan studies, the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Airfield Facilities Directory, 
the Airport Master Record (5010 Form) Database, DRBA airport lease agreements, and on-site 
inspections by the consultant team.  
 
3.1 Airside Facilities 
 
 Cape May County Airport is a public use facility located approximately four miles 
northwest of Wildwood, NJ (Figure 2). It has a surveyed elevation of 23 feet above mean sea 
level. The Airport is non-towered, and is attended by airport management personnel from 8 am 
to 6 pm.  The Airport has two intersecting runways, Runway 1-19 and Runway 10-28 (see Figure 
3). There are numerous taxiways, 
including full-length parallel taxiways 
for both runways to facilitate airfield 
access. The Airport also has two 
abandoned runways which are 
deteriorating and have been closed. 
 
 Cape May County Airport has a 
segmented circle, used by pilots to 
determine traffic pattern information at 
the airport. A lighted wind indicator is 
also on the airfield to determine wind 
speed and direction. A white-green 
flashing rotating beacon is located on 
the Terminal Building to indicate that 
Cape May County Airport is a civil-land 
airport. Weather information for the 
airfield can be obtained via the 
Automated Weather Observation System 
(AWOS), using radio frequency 118.275 
or by phone at (609) 886-9089. The 
AWOS at Cape May County Airport is 
capable of reporting altimeter setting, 
wind data, temperature and dew point in 
degrees Fahrenheit, density altitude 
(when it exceeds field elevation by more 
than 1,000 feet), visibility, and 

A
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cloud/ceiling data. 
 
 The runways at Cape May County Airport are designated as Runway 10-28 and Runway 
1-19. These numbers refer to the orientation of the runways as they correlate to compass 
headings. Runway 1-19 is the north-south runway and 10-28 is oriented east-west. Both runways 
are 4,998 feet long by 150 feet wide, and are comprised of asphalt classified as being in good 
condition. The Runway 19 approach end has a displaced threshold of 77 feet. A runway 
displacement is commonly used when there are obstructions to approaching aircraft, creating a 
hazard to navigation. In this case, Fulling Mill Road is located close to the end of the runway, 
requiring the aforementioned offset to the runway threshold.  
 
 Both of the runways have four-light Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) systems to 
provide pilots with vertical guidance on all approach ends of the runways. Runway 1-19 has 
High Intensity Runway-Edge Lighting (HIRL), while Runway 10-28 has Medium Intensity 
Runway-Edge Lighting (MIRL). Runway marking on Runway 1-19 is non-precision for both 
ends. Runway 10-28 markings differ by runway end. Runway 10 has non-precision markings. 
Runway 28 has markings that are classified as non-standard. 
 
 Each runway end has limiting obstructions, some of which are potentially removable, 
such as trees. Runway 1 has a 50-foot tree 1,140 feet from the runway, 130 feet left of the 
centerline that creates a minimum 17:1 glide slope to the end of the runway’s primary surface.  A 
road acts as an obstacle on the Runway 19 approach end.  Runway 10 data indicates that there 
are 80 foot tall trees located 2,000 feet from the end of the runway, requiring a 22:1 slope the end 
of the runway’s primary surface.  A tower exists off the approach end of Runway 28.  An F.A.R. 
Part 77 Obstruction Evaluation was completed in November 2006, which identified 
approximately 95 acres of obstructions (mostly trees) on and around the airport.  The DRBA has 
an FY08 FAA Grant for design and permitting which should address a majority of these 
obstructions in 2009 or 2010 dependent upon NJDEO permitting and FAA funding. 
 
 Aircraft utilizing Cape May County Airport follow the standard left traffic pattern on all 
runway approaches which ensure an orderly and safe flow of air traffic using the Airport. The 
pattern altitude is established as 800 feet for single engine aircraft and 1000 feet for twin engine 
aircraft. Aircraft operating at this non-towered facility utilize a Common Traffic Advisory 
Frequency of 122.7 to communicate air to air and air to ground. 
 
 Aircraft operating at Cape May County Airport have nearby radio navigation aids, 
including Very High Frequency Omni Directional Range (VOR) and Non-Directional Beacon 
(NDB) equipment available to them. Instrument operations utilize Atlantic City Approach and 
Departure facilities to obtain their proper clearances and advisories. For instrument landing, 
Runway 19 has a localizer, which is a sophisticated device that provides runway centerline 
guidance (horizontal information) to aircraft. There are four non-precision instrument approaches 
to Cape May County Airport: RNAV (GPS) approaches to Runway 10 and 19, a localizer 
approach to Runway 19, and a VOR-A (non-runway specific) approach into The Airport.  
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The following table provides a summary of the available facilities at Cape May County Airport: 
 

Table 1 - Available Facilities 

Facility Type Airport 
Runway 1-19 Runway 10-28 

1 19 10 28 

VISAIDs Beacon, 
Windsocks PAPI PAPI PAPI PAPI 

Weather 
Equipment AWOS N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Traffic Pattern Left Left Left Left Left 

Lighting N/A HIRL HIRL Non-Standard Non-Standard 

Marking N/A Non-Precision Non-Precision Non-Precision Non-Standard 
Displaced 

Thresholds N/A None 77 feet None None 

Obstructions N/A Tree Road Trees Tower 

 
In summary, Cape May County Airport has a wide range of airfield facilities that are attractive to 
the aviation community. There are areas that the DRBA could consider improving to increase 
safety margins and improve its attractiveness to the business aviation community. These will be 
analyzed in Section 3.4 and 3.5.  
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DRBA Managed Properties 
Building # Name Circa Sq Ft Status Tenants 

1 Terminal Building WWII Era 11,200 Partially renovated DRBA, Flight Deck Diner, Ace Sharper Rentals 
2 Hangar 1 - Museum WWII Era 45,600 Under Restoration Dr. Salvatore / Naval Air Station Museum 
9 Eckel & Sons WWII Era 10,500 Partially renovated Charlie Eckel & Sons Diesel Marine/Heavenly Scavengers 

12 Mess Hall WWII Era 27,800 Poor Condition Vacant 
14 M&M Storage Recent 75,000 Good M&M Self Storage 
22 Resdell Corporation Recent 9,200 Good Resdell Corporation 
50 Pen Turbo Office Recent 1,950 Good Pen Turbo Aviation 
59 Hockey Rink Recent 12,000 Good Municipal Recreation 
60 Hangar 2 WWII Era 56,400 Partially renovated Pen Turbo Aviation 
96 Building 96 Recent 29,000 Needs Rehab 5 Tenants- 4 Vacant awaiting repair 
97 Tomwar Recent 18,000 Needs Roof Repair Vacant 
101 Kindle Hangar New 16,000 Excellent 4 Private Owners 
102 DRBA Airport Operations 1975 1,200 Good DRBA 
104 DRBA/SRE Building New 22,000 Excellent DRBA / Snow Removal Equipment Building 
106 West T-Hangar Recent 11,400 Fair Cape Aviation / 8 Units 
109 East T-Hangar Recent 12,400 Newly Renovated Full / Private Pilots / 10 Units 
110 Big Sky FBO Recent 16,800 Good Big Sky FBO 
111 Private Hangar Recent 1,200 Good White Cloud Fish Spotting 
112 Private Hangar Recent 3,000 Good Michael Petani / Musician 
114 Private Hangar Recent 3,000 Good Nick Riccio / N&N Machine 
117 Water Tower New 750,000 Gallons Good Lower Township Water Tower 

County Managed Properties 
Building # Name Circa Sq Ft Status Tenants 

4 County Road Dept WWII Era 5,800 Partially renovated County 
5 County Election Commission WWII Era 10,600 Partially renovated County 
8 Lower TWP Public Safety Bldg WWII Era 48,400 Partially renovated Lower Township Police/Rescue/Fire Safety/ Traffic Court 

29 Vietnam Museum New 3,000 Good Forgotten Warriors Vietnam War Museum 
95 Everlon Building Recent   Vacant 
98 Mid East Marine Recent    
100 Fare Free Transport New 2,500 Good County 
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3.2 Landside Facilities 
 
 Cape May County Airport has a variety of landside facilities that provide support to the 
Airport, either through direct aviation assistance or by supplementing the Airport’s revenues by 
utilizing compatible property for non-aeronautical businesses. Businesses such as the light 
industrial building (building 6) located at the corner of Ranger Road and Hornet Road and M&M 
Storage (building 14) located off of Franklin Road near East Road are good examples. These 
businesses generally have very little to do with aviation, but are still an important part of the 
Cape May County Airport community.  There is a WWII era Mess Hall (building 12) located at 
the corner of Saratoga and Lexington Road which is currently not being utilized.  For 
administration and operations purposes, there is a small operations building (building 102) 
dedicated to Cape May County Airport management located in close proximity to the 
intersection of the runways. 
 
 There is one primary Fixed-Base Operator (FBO) at Cape May County Airport, Big Sky 
Aviation. Big Sky Aviation provides a number of services to the flying community at Cape May 
County Airport including: flight training, aircraft rental, ground power, catering, hangar space 
and tie-downs.  Big Sky Aviation also sells fuel from the DRBA-installed and owned fuel farm.  
They offer both Jet-A fuel for full service dispensing and 100LL (Avgas) available either full 
serve or self serve.  
 
 There is also a main terminal building at Cape May County Airport (building 1), which 
houses some of the Airport’s landside tenants.  The Flight Deck Diner is located inside of the 
terminal building and is an attraction to the local community.  The restaurant serves breakfast 
and lunch seven days a week and serves dinner on Fridays and Saturdays.  Also located inside of 
the main terminal is a rental car facility, Ace Sharper Limousine, which offers both chauffeured 
and self rental services available to the surrounding community. issue that faces the terminal 
building is that portions of it are unusable and in disrepair, needing significant improvements 
before that space could be utilized to its full potential. 
 
 Cape May County Airport’s landside area also features hangar space (building 109).  In 
the unpredictable climate of New Jersey, it is typical for aircraft owners to prefer covered aircraft 
storage space to prevent damage and extra preventative maintenance associated with aircraft left 
in cold weather.  For the aircraft owner who isn’t as concerned with hangar space tie down 
spaces are available for small general aviation aircraft. Vehicle parking is also available to 
Airport users, with roughly 60 spaces located near the main terminal complex area. There is no 
dedicated facility for vehicle parking near the hangar building; airport clientele must take a short 
walk from the Big Sky Aviation building.   
 
 One major tenant at Cape May County Airport that controls over 200,000 sq. ft. of 
available space is the Naval Air Station Wildwood Museum (building 2).  Located in the Hangar 
1 between the terminal building and Big Sky Aviation, the complex consists of a large hangar 
building (45,600 square feet) and a large section of adjacent ramp space (136,000 square feet). 
The stated mission of the Museum is: “. . . to restore Hangar #1 at the Cape May County Airport, 
Lower Township, New Jersey, into an aircraft museum honoring the 42 Naval airmen who 
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perished while training there during World War II”1.  The museum hosts a large number of 
aviation exhibits, collections and events.  The hangar has been listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places for almost 11 years and has received restoration grants under that designation.  
Grant assurances for the restoration typically require more than 30 years of future use. 
 
 Another major tenant at Cape May County Airport is Pen Turbo Aviation, Incorporated. 
The company is currently leasing approximately 190,000 square feet of space, made up of one 
large hangar (building 60), one smaller administration type building (building 50), and a large 
area of ramp space. The company procures old DHC-4A Caribou, which are propeller-driven 
aircraft and converts them into turbine powered jet engine aircraft.  The company has 20 aircraft 
in various states of repair stored out on their ramp space - a prime location about 400 feet from 
the approach end of Runway 1. 
 
 Cape May County Airport is situated on a large area of property, and plays host to a wide 
range of businesses, both aviation and non-aviation related. The Airport could benefit from 
finding compatible uses with the vacant properties, as well as properties which may not be 
operating under effective and efficient leases.   
 
3.3 Forecasts of Aviation Activity 
 
 Aviation demand forecasts typically play a major role in the planning of an airport’s 
future.  Forecast projections are used to determine the type, size and timing of the design and 
development of the various components of an airport.  The FAA’s Terminal Area Forecast 
(TAF) system was used to estimate the baseline activity projections, reflecting a status quo 
scenario.   Both based aircraft and operational activity are projected by the FAA for Cape May 
County Airport (Table 2).  Airport operations at an airport include both landings and takeoffs.  A 
touch and go is considered two separate operations.  Aircraft operations are further categorized 
into two types: local and itinerant. A local operation is an arrival or departure within the local 
traffic pattern or practice area and includes the execution of a simulated instrument approach or a 
low pass at an airport. An itinerant operation is any arrival or departure other than local. The 
following table illustrates the latest FAA TAF information for based aircraft and operations, 
issued in December, 2007.  The 2006 data is the most current; all years after 2006 are FAA 
forecast numbers. 
 

Table 2 - Terminal Area Forecasts: Cape May County Airport 

Type 1995 2006 2010 2015 2025 

Based Aircraft 71 89 89 89 89 

GA Local 5,500 8,017 8,017 8,017 8,017 

GA Itinerant 34,800 12,175 12,175 12,175 12,175 

TOTAL 
OPERATIONS 40,300 20,192 20,192 20,192 20,192 

 
                                                 
1 Source: http://www.usnasw.org/   
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 As shown, in both based aircraft and operations forecasts, the FAA TAF predicts zero 
growth at Cape May County Airport. The TAF often depicts a very conservative outlook if does 
not have positive growth forecast scenarios for an airport.  Another reason for the lack of growth 
in the TAF may have a great deal to do with the general contraction of the aviation industry as a 
whole, which further enhances the need for expanding revenue opportunities. This business plan 
is intended to stimulate the Airport activity including based aircraft and operations. 
 
3.4 Airport Development Plan 
 
 The Airport Capital Improvement Plan (ACIP) is a planning tool for identifying critical 
development and associated capital needs for the National Airspace System. The table below 
contains the latest submission of Cape May County Airport’s ACIP.  One of the tasks of this 
business plan is to provide input into the ACIP to ensure the current market needs of the Airport, 
with a focus on revenue generation. In Table 3, FAA funding is shown along with its priority-
based ranking system, known as a National Priority Ranking (NPR) and is shown with the 
current ACIP code.  Safety projects and projects to preserve and upgrade the existing airport 
system for increased capacity are ranked highest.   
 

Table 3 – Cape May ACIP  
Project Description & Year Phase ACIP Codes NPR 

      
2009       
Rehabilitate Taxiways B & D (Construction)  RE  TW  IM 66 
Remove Obstructions (Construction) 2/2 SA  RW  OB 100 
Runway Safety Area (RSA) Study  SA  RW  SF 97 
Deer/Perimeter Fencing (Design) 2/3 SA  EQ  SE 83 
Improve Drainage (Design & Permitting) 3/4 EN  OT  IM 64 
    
2010    
ALP Update  PL  PL  MA 66 
Rehabilitate Portions of Taxiways A, G, & T 
Rehabilitate Hangar Taxiways (Construction) 

  RE  TW  IM 66 

Rehabilitate RW 10-28 (Design) 1/2 RE  RW  IM 70 
Improve RSAs RW 10-28 (Design)  SA  RW  SF 97 
Deer/Perimeter Fencing (Construction) 3/3 SA  EQ  SE 83 
Improve Drainage (Construction) 4/4 EN  OT  IM 64 
    
2011    
Rehabilitate RW 10-28 (Construction) 2/2 RE  RW  IM 70 
Improve RSAs RW 10-28 (Construction)  SA  RW  SF 97 
Rehabilitate RW 1-19 (Design) 1/2 RE  RW  IM 70 
Improve RSAs RW 1-19 (Design)  SA  RW  SF 97 
    
2012    
Rehabilitate RW 1-19 (Construction) 2/2 RE  RW  IM 70 
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Table 3 – Cape May ACIP  
Project Description & Year Phase ACIP Codes NPR 

Improve RSAs RW 1-19 (Construction)   SA  RW  SF 97 
RW 10 Extension Environmental Assessment 1/3 CA  RW  EX 54 
    
2013    
RW 10 Extension Land Acquisition 2/3 CA  RW  EX 54 

 Source: DY Consultants 
 
 It is important to program high NPR projects, because the FAA will not fund lower 
priority projects unless the airport demonstrates that it is meeting design standards and is safe.  
Thus, it is important that the recommendations of this business plan be formally incorporated 
into the ALP so that they may be eligible for federal funding. Much of the planned capital 
development at Cape May County Airport revolves around improvement to the airfield itself. 
This is important since meeting airport design standards could ultimately make the Airport more 
available for larger and more sophisticated aircraft.  Of significance are the following: 
 

• Airport Layout Plan Update, Year 2009:   The latest Master Plan Study and ALP 
Update were funded in February of 2000, shortly after the Delaware River and Bay 
Authority assumed the sponsorship of Cape May County Airport. The study resulted in 
the approval and adoption of the current ALP, which is dated July 2001. All subsequent 
updates to the ALP have been in the form of pen-and-ink changes. Given the challenges 
which have arisen at the airport in the intervening years, the updated ACIP which has 
been developed to meet those challenges, and the momentum toward development since 
2001, it is appropriate that an ALP Update be undertaken to accurately reflect the current 
and future direction of the airport. 

 
• Obstruction Removal, Year 2009:  Ensuring that runway approaches are clear of 

obstructions not only increases safety; it can also help to provide better instrument 
approaches with lower landing and take-off minimums.  Obstructions to the FAR Part 77 
surfaces have been identified in the recently completed obstruction study. An obstruction 
removal project is proposed for 2009 in the ACIP. It will involve the removal of 60 acres 
of on-airport obstructions and 35 acres of off-airport obstructions (located within 
easements) that were identified in the recently completed obstruction study. Removal of 
these obstructions will increase the safety of operations at the airport. With obstructions 
removed, the possibility exists for developing a precision instrument approach on 
Runway 19.  Having these more sophisticated approaches makes the Airport more 
appealing to higher-end aircraft operators. 

 
• Taxiway Improvements, Years 2009-2010:   A comprehensive system of taxiways is 

necessary to promote safety and operational efficiency at any airport. Taxiways should be 
built according to width standards associated with the Airport Reference Code (ARC) of 
the selected design aircraft. Taxiway systems should always be planned to minimize 
runway crossings. Several locations within the Airport’s taxiway system require 
improvements including Taxiways “A,” “B,” “D,” “G,” and “T.”  
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• Runway Safety Area Study, Years 2009:  The existing Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) 
along both runways and in the approaches for all four runway ends are known to have 
deficiencies.  A Runway Safety Area Study is proposed for 2009 in the ACIP. This 
project will examine the current condition of the RSAs for both runways. Deficiencies to 
the safety areas will be identified, such as abrupt grade changes, steep slopes, ponding, 
roads and fencing, and options will be developed to correct those deficiencies.   
 

• Wildlife Control Improvements, Years 2009-2010:  Wildlife hazard management is and 
will continue to be a concern for Cape May County Airport.  Portions of Cape May 
County Airport’s perimeter fence is old, damaged, and too low to effectively limit 
wildlife access to the airfield.  Its replacement is critical to the safety as well as the 
security of the airport.  The ACIP proposes a project for fence design in 2009 with fence 
construction proposed in 2010.  This project will involve replacement of approximately 
6,600 linear feet of the existing 6-foot high chain link fence with a 10-foot high chain 
link fence topped with barbed wire and 4 new swing gates. 

 
• Drainage Improvements, Year 2009-2010:  The existing main drainage ditches at Cape 

May County Airport have eroded and silted-in over time and no longer provide positive 
drainage for the Airport. Some portions of these ditches are restricted by brush and debris 
causing them to back-up and overflow during heavy storms. The ACIP proposes a design 
for drainage improvements in 2009 with construction in 2010. These improvements will 
help to increase safety and operational efficiency of the Airport.  

 
• Runway Improvements, Years 2010-2013:  Runways 1-19 and 10-28 are currently in 

good to fair condition. However, the pavement is over twenty years old and in need of 
rehabilitation to preserve and extend the pavement life. The existing RSAs adjacent to the 
runways and off all runway ends must be addressed to meet grading and fixed object 
requirements. Known deficiencies for Runway 1-19 include a perimeter fence and county 
roads at both ends of the runway.  Known deficiencies for Runway 10-28 include the 
perimeter road, wetlands, and grading irregularities at the approach end of Runway 10. 
Improvement of these issues would increase the overall safety of Cape May County 
Airport.  Additionally, the ACIP proposes preparatory projects that are required for the 
proposed extension of Runway 10-28. An Environmental Assessment (EA) is proposed in 
2012 and a land acquisition project is proposed in 2013. Though the actual construction 
of the extension is beyond the scope of the short-term ACIP, the process associated with 
these types of projects can be very lengthy and must be completed in advance.   

 
3.5 Previous Master Plan Projects, Other Airport Needs 
 
 In addition to those projects listed in the ACIP, there are a host of other airport 
improvements that can be made. 
 
Runway Extension and Associated Upgrades 
 
 Runway length is currently an issue at the Airport. Both runways are two feet shy of 
5,000 feet. Many aircraft operators pass by the Airport because their insurance requires them to 
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land on longer runways (between 5,000 and 5,500 feet). Increasing the runway length of at least 
one runway would open the door to many users that have expressed interest in the Airport but 
have not been able to use it due to the limited lengths.  Runway 10 is likely the best candidate for 
extension, due to property constraints along the other runway ends. A runway length of 5,500 
feet may be the optimal choice. Landside facilities may require significant improvements to 
accommodate new users.  In this regard, if new jet traffic is attracted to Cape May it is 
reasonable to assume that there will be an increased demand for other facilities at the airport to 
support the growth.  
 
Other Existing Airport Issues 
 
 Hangar space availability is currently an issue for the Airport. There is a waiting list for 
tie-down tenants who would prefer hangars to apron space when they are made available 
(approximately 7 aircraft).  In addition, many transient aircraft operators request hangar space 
when they are staying overnight at Cape May.  These types of higher-end operators usually are 
willing to pay for overnight hangar space.  Once hangars and other facilities have been added, 
the DRBA can look into reorganizing the airfield. Placing high-end users in areas that are 
considered prime frontage locations (closer to the runways) could help the Airport to adjust the 
existing rent schedule.  Users in prime locations can be charged more.  Displaced tenants could 
be moved to other locations on the Airport that are priced more economically and are more 
conducive to their specific needs.  
 
 Another current issue exists for tenants of the East T-Hangar complex. These aircraft 
must cross Runway 1 two times in order to maneuver to the approach end of Runway 28.  
Repaving the closed runway and designating it as a taxiway could increase the safety and 
efficiency of operations by these tenants. A well organized taxiway system allows for less 
ground taxi time, helping airport users to save on fuel consumption. 
 
 The DRBA could also consider pursuing the installation of a precision instrument 
approach either through the development of a GPS, LPV approach or glideslope antenna for 
Runway 19, which would effectively provide an Instrument Landing System (ILS) at the Airport.  
Having this precision instrument approach capability in place would also pay dividends in 
attracting some of the more sophisticated business aircraft that must operate in poor weather 
conditions. 
 
 The DRBA Operations Building is located adjacent to the main terminal building 
adjacent to the Airport’s flight line.  The building has no restroom and it functions independently 
of the other Airport operations facilities – FBO building, terminal building, SRE building, etc.  If 
the function of this facility could be combined with others, it may not be needed.  
 
3.6 Market Analysis 
 
 To understand the revenue-producing potential of Cape May County Airport, it is 
important to evaluate the economic forces at play in the existing market.  The interaction of 
customers in the market with existing offerings of aviation products and services determines 
prices and can guide the Airport in finding a unique position in the market.  In addition to 
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assessing the condition of the existing market in Cape May County, there is also some 
undetermined amount of non-customers that may be converted to customers, should the Airport 
find the right balance of product/service, price, and value to offer the market. The ultimate goal 
of the Airport is to capture an increased share of both the existing customer market and a share of 
the natural regional growth of general aviation demand in the State of New Jersey. 
 
Airport Market Area 
 
 For Cape May County Airport, the service area is roughly based on a 30-minute driving 
distance for smaller general aviation aircraft and a 60 minute driving distance for larger 
corporate and business jet aircraft.  Figure – shows the approximate market area for Cape May 
County Airport.  Within this area are located a total of four (4) public-use airports.  Because of a 
lack of competing airports in the area, three other airports within 90 minutes drive were also 
examined to get a complete picture of pricing stragegies in southern New Jersey.  Cape May 
County Airport serves general aviation users in Cape May County as well as some users from 
Atlantic and Cumberland Counties.  The service area primarily includes the cities of Rio Grande 
and Cape May, with extended coverage to other communities in southern New Jersey for larger 
corporate and business jet aircraft. 
 
 Market Area Airport Facilities 
 
 Within the geographic service area for Cape May County Airport, there are a number of 
other public-use airports, which provide a range of general aviation services.  Due to Cape May 
County Airport’s location, there were only four other airports that were considered competing 
facilities.  However, to get a complete picture of pricing and offerings at other airports, three 
additional airports outside of the service area were included in the market area analysis.  The 
competing facilities in the service area include: 
 
 ● Woodbine Municipal (1N4) 
 ● Ocean City Municipal (26N) 
 ● Millville Municipal (MIV) 
 ● Atlantic City International (ACY) 
 
Other Airports outside of the service area included: 
        Distance/Driving Time  
 ● Hammonton Municipal (N81)  61 miles/ 1 hour 8 minutes 
 ● Southern Cross (C01)    74 miles/ 1 hour 24 minutes 
 ● Cross Keys (17N)    73 miles/ 1 hour 23 minutes 
 
These airports and the facilities and services they offer represent the competition in the existing 
market for general aviation facilities, services, and prices in the southern New Jersey region. 
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 Table 4 presents information regarding the facilities offered by these airports for 
comparison purposes. As indicated, airports within Cape May’s market area offer a range of 
options to general aviation users. The largest airfield in the area is Atlantic City International, 
which consists of 5,000 acres, and boasts the longest runway (10,000 feet).  Atlantic City 
International also has the most based jets in the service area (10) followed by Cape May (2) and 
Millville Municipal (2).  Woodbine Municipal has the most based aircraft (84) although it does 
not have any based jets and only 2 multi-engine aircraft.  Millville Municipal has the second 
longest runway of all eight airports with 6,002’.  Four of the five airports in the service area have 
second runways.  Cape May has the third largest main runway of all eight airports considered 
and it has the third largest second runway of the group. 
 
Market Area Rates and Charges 
 
 As indicated in Table 5 below, prices for Avgas were found to be as low as $5.00 per 
gallon at Southern Cross Airport, and as high as $6.17 per gallon at Atlantic City International. 
Jet A was $5.29 per gallon at Millville Municipal and $6.30 at Atlantic City International.  Fuel 
prices at Cape May County Airport were $5.89 for both AvGas and Jet A.  Only one of the 
airports, Atlantic City International, has a landing fee.  In terms of aircraft storage, rates for 
monthly tie-downs range from $40 per month at Millville Municipal and Cape May County 
Airport to a rate of $80 per month at Ocean City Municipal.  All of the Airports surveyed had tie-
down spaces available.    Hangar storage at these regional airports varies depending on age and 
type of hangar.  Rates begin as low as $155 per month for a T-hangar at Cape May, to a high of 
$395 per month at Cross Keys, and at many price points in between.  None of the eight airports 
surveyed had any available hangar space for rent, which is a significant finding relative to the 
demand for new facilities.   
 
Market Area General Aviation Services 
 
 General aviation services available at area airports include airframe repairs, powerplant 
repairs, flight instruction, charter service aircraft sales and rentals (see Table 6).  It should be 
noted that inside the service area avionics and aircraft sales are not available at any of the 
airports.  Avionic services are offered at Cross Keys Airport (90 minutes drive time) and aircraft 
sales are offered at Hammonton Municipal Airport (70 minutes drive time).  Services officered at 
Cape May County Airport are airframe and powerplant repairs, flight instruction, charter service, 
and aircraft rentals.   
 
Summary of Market Area Analysis 
 
 From a facilities and service comparison Cape May County Airport’s market position is 
that of low to mid-range pricing, with mid-range facilities and services.  No hangar space exists 
for new based aircraft and high-end aircraft maintenance service is lacking.  Current hangar 
space may be priced below market averages, which would keep them at 100 percent occupancy.  
In terms of fuel prices, Cape May County Airport is $0.13 per gallon higher than average for 
AvGas and Jet A is $0.07 per gallon more than average price (August 2008).  Given its location 
at the end of the New Jersey peninsula and the higher prices for Jet A fuel at Atlantic City 
International, Cape May County Airport has competitive fuel rates.   
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Table 4 - Facility Comparison 
Airport 

 
Airport 
Code 

Ownership 
 
 

Acres Number of Based Aircraft Runway Navaids Tower 

Jet Multi- Single Heli- Other Total First 
L x W 

Second 
L x W 

Highest 

Cape May WWD Public 996 2 23 54 1 80 4,998’ X 150’ 4,998’ X 150’ GPS/VOR No 
Woodbine Municipal 1N4 Public 700 2 76 6 84 3,304’ X 75’ 3,073’ X 75’ GPS/VOR No 
Ocean City Municipal 26N Public 60 4 30 34 2,973’ X 60’ N/A GPS/VOR No 
Millville Municipal MIV Public 916 2 8 57 67 6,002’ X 150’ 5,057’ X 150’ ILS No 
Atlantic City 
International ACY Public 5,000 10 12 15 11 21 69 10,000’ X 150’ 6,144’ X 150’ ILS Yes 

Service Area Total  14 49 232 11 28 334     

Outside Service Area 
Southern Cross C01 Private 18  14  14 2,400’ X 80’ T N/A Visual No 
Hammonton 
Municipal N81 Public 107  2 43 1 6 52 3,600’ X 75’ N/A GPS/VOR No 

Cross Keys 17N Private 280  1 44 1  46 3,500’ X 50’ N/A GPS/VOR No 

TOTAL SURVEYED 14 52 333 13 34 446     
Source:  Airport Master Record as Published 22 August 2008 (www.airnav.com).  
Runways:  Paved unless: T = turf,   
*Other:   Ultralite, Glider, or Military 
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Table 5 - Service Comparison 
Airport Airframe 

Repairs 
Powerplant 

Repairs 
Flight 

Instruction 
Charter 
Service 

Avionics Aircraft 
Sales 

Aircraft 
Rentals 

Other 

Cape May Major Major Yes Yes No No Yes Restaurant, Rental Cars 
Woodbine Municipal Major Major No No No No No None 
Ocean City Municipal None None No No No No No None 
Millville Municipal Major Major Yes No No No Yes None 
Atlantic City International Major Major No Yes No No No Scheduled Airline, Rental Cars, 

Food Service 

Outside Service Area 
Southern Cross Minor Minor Yes No No No No Agricultural Spraying 
Hammonton Municipal Major Major Yes No No Yes Yes Gliders 
Cross Keys Major Major Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes None 
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Source: RA Wiedemann & Associates Inc. Telephone Survey 8-22-08  
Source: Airport Master Record as Published 22 August 2008 (www.airnav.com).  
N/A Not Available 
T- Turf P- Pavement 

Table 6 - Rates and Charges Comparison 
Airport Tie-Down T-Hangars Lowest Fuel Price ($/gallon) Landing Fee 

$/month Available $/ month Available 100 ll Jet A
Cape May 40T 60P Yes 155 No 5.89 5.89 No 
Woodbine Municipal 75 Yes 300 No 5.75 N/A No 
Ocean City Municipal 80 Yes N/A N/A 6.02 N/A No 
Millville Municipal 40 P Yes 185 No 5.49 5.29 No 
Atlantic City 
International N/A N/A N/A N/A 6.17 6.30 Yes 

Outside Service Area 
Southern Cross  5.00 N/A No 
Hammonton Municipal 70 Yes 250 No 5.99 5.79 No 
Cross Keys 60T 75P Yes 395 No 5.79 N/A No 
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4. BASELINE FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 
 

HIS SECTION IDENTIFIES HISTORICAL REVENUES AND EXPENSES attributable to Cape May 
County Airport and projects those revenues and expenses to the year 2013.  This 
projection only considers a baseline scenario with no revenue enhancement projects 

included.  In other words, what are the financial implications of continuing the Airport’s 
operation as it is today?  In a later section, alternative projections of financial performance will 
be developed based upon master plan improvements and marketing pro-formas. To properly 
frame these financial statements, this section is organized to present the following: 
 

● Historical Revenues and Expenses 
● Baseline Forecast of Revenues and Expenses 

 
4.1  Historical Revenues and Expenses 
 
 Information concerning historical revenues and expenses was provided by DRBA for the 
years 2005 through 2007.  This data gave an indication of the past direction of growth of the 
revenue base.  Table 7 shows these historical revenues and expenses taken from Cape May 
County Airport’s financial records.  
  

Table 7 - Historical Revenues and Expenses 

Operating Revenue:  2005 2006 2007

Lease Revenues $155,906 $146,879 $160,135

Fuel $29,016 $5,289 $5,309

Other income $10 $0 $3,321

Total operating revenues $184,932 $152,168 $168,765

  

Operating Expenses: 2005 2006 2007

Maintenance $246,506 $240,100 $258,778

Operations $46,845 $51,802 $62,499

Benefits $126,949 $131,029 $122,624

Administration Allocation $57,163 $35,866 $34,323

  

Total Operating Expenses $477,463 $458,797 $478,224

  

Total Net Revenues ($292,531) ($306,629) ($309,459)

 
 As shown, the revenue and expense statement presented in Table 7 does not include non-
operating revenues and expenses or grant reimbursements.  For purposes of the business plan, the 

T
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ability of the Airport to generate revenues and cover operating costs is the primary concern.  
From the historical information, Operating Expenses have essentially remained constant over the 
3 year history.  Operating income has decreased by 4.5 percent per year due to the FBO taking 
over the management of the fuel sales, and the net revenue deficit has increased by 2.9 percent 
per year over the three year period.  It is against this historical background that the baseline 
forecast of revenues for Cape May County Airport are presented.  It should be noted that most 
public-use general aviation airports in the United States do not cover expenses with revenues and 
must be subsidized by their owners/sponsors.  
 
4.2  Baseline Forecast of Revenues and Expenses 
 
 This baseline forecast presents a status quo look at revenues and expenses, influenced 
primarily by historical activity.  It does not consider all of the potential changes at the Airport 
that might occur through the implementation of this Business Plan or in the Cape May County 
economy that might change the historical trend.  To determine the historical trend, the percent 
increase or decrease from the year 2005 to the year 2007 was examined to find the average 
overall percent change in revenues and expenses.  Thus, any significant fluctuation (such as the 
decrease in revenues in 2006) during any one year did not unduly affect the overall trend.  
 
 In order to be conservative in the baseline forecasts a number of assumptions were used. 
In this regard, the fuel flowage fees were expected to stay the same at $0.05 per gallon with very 
little growth over the forecast period (in keeping with the forecast of aircraft operations).  Lease 
revenues were projected to stay the same.  On the cost side, all of the expenses were increased at 
the rate of Consumer Price Index (CPI), which is assumed to be 4 percent in this analysis.  
Included in the Operating and Maintenance Expenses are wages and salaries.  Maintenance 
personal are paid out of the Maintenance Expense and operational personal are paid out of the 
Operations Expense.  The administrative allocation is the overhead assigned to Cape May 
County Airport from DRBA and covers a portion of their management costs. 
 
 As shown, baseline revenues are not anticipated to grow unless proactive pricing and 
other changes to lease agreements are made.  Thus, there is little change in revenues between 
$165,470 in 2008 and $165,605 by the year 2013.  During this same time, baseline operating 
expenses are expected to increase from $497,400 in 2008 to $605,100 - a 21.7 percent increase. 
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Table 8 - Baseline Forecast of Operating Revenues and Expenses 

ITEM 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

REVENUES  

Lease Revenues $160,135 $160,135 $160,135 $160,135 $160,135 $160,135

Fuel  $5,335 $5,362 $5,389 $5,416 $5,443 $5,470

Total Operating Revenues  $165,470 $165,497 $165,523 $165,550 $165,577 $165,605

   

EXPENSES  

Maintenance $269,129 $279,895 $291,090 $302,734 $314,843 $327,437

Operations $64,999 $67,599 $70,303 $73,115 $76,039 $79,081

Benefits $127,529 $132,631 $137,936 $143,453 $149,191 $155,159

Administration  Allocation  $35,696 $37,123 $38,608 $40,153 $41,759 $43,429

Total Operating Expenses $497,353 $517,248 $537,937 $559,455 $581,832 $605,106

       

Net Revenues/ (Deficit) ($331,883 ) ($351,751) ($372,414) ($393,905) ($416,255) ($439,501) 

 
 When the baseline operational costs are compared with the baseline forecasts of 
operational revenues, the net operating costs for the Airport can be predicted as follows: 
 

Table 9 - Baseline Net Operating Income/(Deficit) 
Year Operating Expense 

  
Operating Revenues Net Operating 

Income/(Deficit) 
2008 $497,400 $165,500 ($331,900) 
2009 $517,200 $165,500 ($351,700) 
2010 $537,900 $165,500 ($372,400) 

2011 $559,500 $165,600 ($393,900) 
2012 $581,800 $165,600 ($416,200) 

2013 $605,100 $165,600 ($439,500) 

 
As shown, if nothing is changed at the Airport, the net operating deficit is anticipated to grow 
from -$331,900 in 2008 to -$439,500 by the year 2013 - a 5.8 percent per year increase. Hence, 
the results of the baseline forecast indicate that if no additional revenue generating measures are 
taken, DRBA will have to cover this shortfall in operating revenues. 
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5.  BUSINESS PLAN ALTERNATIVES 
 

IVEN THE FORECAST OF NEGATIVE NET REVENUES under the status quo scenario, several 
business plan alternatives were developed to explore methods to increase net revenues.  
These revenues could be used to pay operating costs and possibly portions of the local 

share of capital development projects.  The goal is to ultimately help reduce DRBA subsidies to 
the Airport.  In order to present these alternatives, this section is organized to include the 
following topics: 
 

• Area-Wide Factors Supporting Growth and Development of the Airport 
• Obstacles to Airport Performance 
• Revenue Enhancement Opportunities 

 
5.1  Area-wide Factors Supporting Growth and Development of the Airport 
 
 Cape May County Airport is home to 80 based aircraft, and has 20,192 aircraft operations 
each year.  Air traffic includes corporate aviation, recreational fliers, helicopter flights, charter 
operations, and small-aircraft owners.  The Airport has both airside facilities and an industrial 
park for aviation and business users.  DRBA has just renovated portions of the historic main 
terminal building which is home to the Flight Deck Diner and a rental car agency.  There are a 
number of factors described below that support the potential growth and development of Cape 
May County Airport.   
 
Airport Size  
   
 Cape May County Airport is located five miles from the Cape May city center.  The 
Airport covers an area of 996 acres, and is a general aviation facility featuring two runways, six 
taxiways and three aircraft parking ramps.  The Airport has significant room for landside 
development and expansion for both aviation and non-aviation uses.  In addition, its Runways 1-
19 and 10-28 are both 4,998 feet by 150 feet.  Both are asphalt paved and in good condition.  The 
Airport can accommodate medium sized business jet aircraft and large multi-engine propeller 
aircraft.  Given the increasing value of resort real estate, the option of locating businesses at the 
Airport Industrial Park is becoming more attractive.   
 
 Of note, Cape May County Airport is not located in the Pinelands jurisdiction nor is it 
impacted by Coastal Area Facility Review Act (CAFRA) regulations.  This means development 
at the Airport and industrial park faces much fewer restrictions than many other areas in the 
County.  Even so, Airport development is subject to review by NJDEP, the NJ SHPO, U.S. EPA, 
and NJ Smart Growth Plan.   
 
Tourism  
 
 The number one industry in Cape May County is Tourism, which attracts 19 million 
visitors and generates $5.1 billion annually. Cape May City is also home to the 8th largest fishing 
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fleet in the United States in terms of pounds caught.  By its nature, tourism in the northeast is a 
seasonal industry with peak activity falling between April and November.  Another factor in 
light of a strengthening Canadian dollar is a resurgence in the numbers of beachgoers from north 
of the border. It is entirely possible that special air charters or limited schedule air service might 
be arranged to transport them to Cape May.   
 
 Ninety percent of all employment in Cape May County is created from tourism and 
fishing. Cape May County’s population swells over 650 percent during the summer months from 
a population of 98,100 to 642,700.   It is interesting to note that over 42 percent of all homes in 
Cape May County are considered seasonal homes and represent over 50 percent of all second 
homes in the State of New Jersey.  These second homes support the influx of seasonal tourists 
and residents.  As such, opportunities exist for air transportation to and from the area on a 
seasonal basis. 
 
Business Incentives 
 
 New Jersey economic development interests work with business and industry to help 
enhance local and state economies.  From loan programs to incentive programs, the State of New 
Jersey is committed to investing in businesses as they invest in the Garden State.  These 
incentives can be used by businesses desiring to locate or expand at the Airport.  Appendix – 
presents a summary of the various loan, tax relief, and incentive programs available for potential 
Cape May County Airport businesses.  Some of the major employers in the area include: 
 

Employer Type Employees 
Morey’s Pier Amusement Park 1,500 
Cape May Medical Center Medical 1,080 
WAWA Gas Station 620 
Acme Markets Grocery  530 
Cold Spring Fish & Supply Seafood Wholesalers 500 
Wal-Mart Retailer  288 
Shores at Wesley Manor Retirement 231 
Cape Counseling Services Counseling 225 
Super Fresh Food Distributor 200 
Shop Rite Food Distributor 182 
Victoria Manor Nursing Center Retirement  180 
Home Depot Retailer 160 
Lowes Retailer 150 
Snow Doxee Inc Seafood Distributor 130 
Verizon Phone Company 100 

 Source: Cape May County Chamber of Commerce August 27, 2008 
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Business Structure 
 
 Except for those listed in the previous table, the remaining businesses in the County are 
small with less than 100 employees.  Because the structure of businesses is predominately small, 
the need for office and business space is typically small.  This partially explains the success of 
Building 96 and how subdividing a larger building to accommodate a number of small 
businesses could work at Cape May County Airport.  Already there is demand for the Tomwar 
building at the Airport among four companies.  Those not able to secure a lease may desire other 
such building space.  Thus, one potential growth strategy would be to provide subdivided 
business rental space in larger spec or incubator buildings at the Airport’s industrial park. 
 
5.2 Obstacles to Airport Performance 

 Contrasting the positive trends, there are factors that present challenges to the attainment 
of stated goals and objectives for the financial performance of the Airport.  Some of these 
potential obstacles include:  
 
● Soaring Fuel Prices: AOPA reports that fuel sales in the first quarter of 2008 were down 

18 percent from 2007. This indicates a contraction of overall general aviation activity, 
especially in regard to recreational flying. The effects of this national trend are being felt 
at general aviation airports in New Jersey such as Cape May County.  The increased fuel 
prices reduce aircraft operations, fuel sales, and in turn, the need for aircraft maintenance.   

 
● Lack of Adequate Hangar Space: DRBA currently has one 10-unit T-hangar at full 

occupancy. In addition, there are three other hangars located at the Airport operated by 
private interests.  The Cape May Aircraft Museum also houses several based aircraft.  
However, all of the current hangar space is filled and additional corporate and private 
operators cannot be accommodated within hangars should they wish to locate on the 
airport.   

 
● Cost of Hangar Development:  In recent years, the cost of T-hangar and Conventional 

hangar development has risen dramatically.  This rise has outpaced the ability of 
prevailing rents to repay associated construction costs.  As a result, the revenue base 
needed to support new hangar development is significantly limited.  This complicates the 
problem of a lack of adequate hangar space and makes the use of low cost hangar 
development essential to the feasibility of adding additional aircraft storage space. 

 
● Lack of Specialized Maintenance Services:  Cape May County Airport does not offer jet 

aircraft maintenance or avionics repair.  This may limit the Airport’s ability to attract and 
retain corporate and business aviation.  Such services are important amenities at airports 
that service business aviation.  

 
● Low Fuel Margin: DRBA’s investment in the fuel farm should entitle a recoupment of 

funds at a greater rate than the current fuel flowage fee of $0.05 per gallon of fuel sales.  
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In this regard, it is not unusual for a sponsor to charge $0.15 per gallon or more for this 
type of investment. 

 
● Historic Buildings on Airport Property:   The Airport is home to 11 remaining World 

War II era structures.  The Lower Township Chamber of Commerce has written a letter 
of support for these buildings to be included on the National Register of Historic Places 
and status as a Historic District in 2007.  DRBA should be sensitive to properties of 
genuine historic significance and take care to preserve those that it is reasonable to save.   

 
● Fringe Planning Area: Cape May County Airport is located in a Fringe Planning Area in 

the New Jersey State Development and Redevelopment Plan.  In Fringe Planning Areas, 
large investments in water and sewer and local road networks have not taken place. 
Circulation is primarily provided by a state and county maintained system of highways 
supplemented by locally maintained roads. Investments in water and sewer are mainly in 
existing or proposed Centers, such as Pennington in Mercer County.  The State will not 
allow the airport to become a designated Center because it does not contain the correct 
mix of residential & commercial/industrial development.  Until the issue of becoming a 
designated Center is resolved, the State will not allow sanitary sewer service for new 
development at the airport. 

 
● Public Relations: In the ten years DRBA has managed the Cape May County Airport, it 

is estimated that DRBA has directed the investment of over $10 million in improvements 
to the Airport.  Unfortunately, many of these essential investments have not been 
appropriately recognized by the community-at-large, and as a result, have gained DRBA 
little of the public or political support that it should have earned.  Good public relations 
are important in keeping the Airport on track to fulfilling the facility’s potential.  Part of 
the good P.R. would involve enhancing the current program with regular public outreach.  
A recent ribbon cutting ceremony for the hangar buildings is a good example of this 
process. 

 
● Location of Cape May Airport: In a larger sense, Cape May Airport is located on the far 

end of the New Jersey peninsula.  This location removes any ground transportation 
advantage for industry since there is no north-south through traffic.  For example, 
potential manufacturers that locate in the Airport’s industrial park must receive supplies 
from one direction and send out finished product in the same direction.  The distribution 
flexibility is cut in half.  Rather than a mid-way point, Cape May is only an origin or 
destination point.  More specifically, Cape May Airport is located away from the Jersey 
Shore within the County, making it difficult to attract tourists away from the shore resorts 
for retail or other on-airport activities. 

 
● Price of Real Estate and Workforce: As a vacation community, the price of real estate 

has escalated beyond the means of lower paid workers to live there.  Without a ready 
workforce, the area is unable to compete with other locations that have access to a full 
spectrum of wage earners.  This also means that some workers must commute long 
distances to their jobs in Cape May County.  In this regard, there is no public transit 
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system that can bring workers to jobs at Cape May County Airport.  The seasonal 
economy has also created a drain on the labor pool by forcing younger workers to seek 
year-round employment elsewhere. 

 
5.3 Revenue Enhancement Opportunities 
 
 In consideration of the challenges previously discussed along with current activity levels 
and infrastructure developments, there are a number of ways to increase net revenues and 
improve long term viability of the Airport.  Generally, such strategies can be understood as those 
which either increase revenues or cut costs.  In this section, revenue enhancement strategies that 
focus on increasing revenues are presented.  Elements of this strategy include the following: 
 
● Improved Terminal Services, Amenities, and Activities: Minor money making activities 

may include fly-ins and pancake breakfasts or barbecues, mini-air shows, and other 
community outreach programs that have the potential to produce income while also 
generating some positive public relations for the Airport.  Earlier in 2008, an aerobatic 
competition was held that attracted over 30 contestants and drew attendance of between 
300 and 500.  At other airports, portions of the facility are leased from time to time to 
support car shows, RV exhibits, and other static display events.  If business aviation and 
tourism is attracted to the Airport, a satellite rental car outlet would be a good addition to 
the existing services offered.  Minimal revenue was forecast from these sources.   

 
● Rates & Charges Adjustments:  A rates and charges analysis indicated that Hangar 

Rental fees at Cape May County Airport are below the market average.  DRBA’s 
comprehensive study of rates and charges has a similar conclusion.  Thus, DRBA will be 
increasing hangar rates in the near future.  One method of raising rents used at another 
airport involved the raising of rents each year until vacancies began to appear.   

 
● Attraction of Business/Corporate Aviation:  At many general aviation airports, the 

attraction of corporate aviation has become a primary focus.  As fuel prices increase, 
recreational aviation activities tend to reduce, thus decreasing fuel sales and airport 
activities.  Business or corporate aviation, on the other hand, tends to operate through 
increased fuel costs by essentially passing along expenses to their customers. This ability 
of business aircraft to continue operations in the face of increasing fuel costs has made 
this segment a very desirable target for Airport recruiting efforts. 

 
Business aviation at Cape May County Airport can include medium size jets, very light 
jets, large multi-engine propeller aircraft such as the Beechcraft King Air, or even single 
engine aircraft such as the Cirrus aircraft or the Pilatus aircraft.  Typically, the larger 
aircraft would require conventional hangar space and would use significant amounts of 
jet fuel.  When fuel sales revenues, employment benefits, and hangar lease aspects of the 
operation are included, there is a significant potential revenue impact to be gained by 
attracting business aircraft to Cape May County Airport.  
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● Hangar Development Options:  Demand exists at Cape May County Airport for both T-
hangars and Conventional hangars due to the number of registered aircraft and lack of 
hangar space in the service area.  DRBA can increase revenues through the development 
of additional aircraft hangars on Airport property, and by direct association, increase fuel 
sales and other services revenues by adding to the based aircraft population on the 
Airport.  A number of paths exist for constructing these structures.  Other than the East T-
hangars, the Airport has traditionally made existing structures and grounds available to 
private operators/developers on a ground lease basis for the development of privately 
managed hangars.  While this certainly minimizes DRBA investment in such facilities, it 
also limits potential revenues and control of Airport property for DRBA.  It would be 
appropriate for DRBA to investigate low cost alternatives for constructing a 10 unit T-
hangar, and a Conventional hangar that may be owned and managed by DRBA. 

 
● Non-Aviation Property Development: County leaders have made it very clear that from 

their perspective, it makes no sense to swim against the tide of tourism which generated 
$5.1 billion in 2007 in Cape May County alone.  For this reason, industries that directly 
or indirectly fuel the engine of tourism are the most desirable in terms of recruitment and 
providing financial aid.  From this perspective, a number of tourism related businesses 
have expressed an interest, or have been proposed for location within the industrial park 
areas of the airport property: 

 
 ● Linen & Towel Service: Serving the summer resort rental community. 
 ● Housekeeping/Janitorial Service: Serving the summer resort rental community. 
 ● RV & Boat Storage:  Providing secure storage for large recreational vehicles. 
 ● Vehicle Storage: Providing secure storage of resort transportation at the Airport 

for individuals and families who fly into the area. 
 ● Concrete Plant: Serving construction in area. 
 ● Fish Processing Plant:  providing value added preparation of the fleet catch such 

as cleaning, breading and packaging prior to shipment. 
 ● Government Agency Use:  potential for government agencies that require 

proximity to shore locations such as State Fisheries, EPA, Coast Guard, Division 
of Fish and Wildlife. 

 ● Small Businesses:  small businesses in building 96 are the single greatest 
generator of revenue for the Airport. 

 
Most of these options rely upon recruiting outside vendors who would establish and 
operate their business on Airport property.  While certainly capable of spurring additional 
economic development within the County, they do not all translate into significant 
revenue generation for the Airport.  Of these, the creation of an outdoor secured storage 
area for RVs and boats may have the best chance of immediate success. 

 
● The Canadian Connection:  Cape May is a primary destination for Canadian travelers 

seeking access to oceanfront recreation.  The resurgence in buying power of the Canadian 
dollar in relation to the U.S. dollar is also adding to this migration.  The Cape May 
County Department of Tourism is investing significant resources in developing this 
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destination driven market.  Traditionally, many Canadian visitors arrive by automobile 
and chartered bus.  With Quebec at 580 miles, Montreal at 460 miles and Toronto at 400 
miles, it is entirely possible that a seasonal air charter cutting drive times and essentially 
extending holidays could be profitable into and out of Cape May County Airport.   

 
● Attraction of Specialty Aviation Service Organization (SASO):  Economic activity from 

SASOs include the attraction of aircraft to the Airport and the purchase of supplies and 
materials both locally and from outside the area.  If maintenance is available to jet aircraft 
operators, of if avionics repair is available, it is possible to draw aircraft from the entire 
region to Cape May County Airport.  Often, SASOs have their own clientele and the 
ability to attract business from a statewide or multi-state area.  
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6. RECOMMENDED PLAN  

HE RECOMMENDED BUSINESS PLAN FOR CAPE MAY AIRPORT focuses the long term vision of 
positioning the Airport’s facilities and services to better support and take advantage of the 
$5.1 billion tourism industry in Cape May County.  This vision is supported by 

measurable economic trends and stated economic development targets within the region.  This 
section presents the recommendations of the Business Plan along with their financial 
implications.  The recommended plan of action from this report rests on four primary strategic 
initiatives: 
 

1) Attracting Business Aviation:  The attraction of corporate aviation will bolster fuel sales 
revenues and on-airport employment.  Corporate and business aviation represent a large, 
lucrative segment of the general aviation market.  Cape May can compete for business 
multi-engine propeller aircraft that are registered in Cape May County.  In addition, 
vacation home owners that live elsewhere may use business aircraft to access the Cape 
May area.  Attracting these users will help with fuel sales and itinerant aircraft storage 
fees. 

 
2) Non-Aviation Use of Airport Property: DRBA leases large segments of the Airport, 

including a number of WWII era military buildings and open space.  This business plan 
recommends the use of these facilities for the enhancement of revenues at the Airport.  
Revenue generating ideas for non-aviation areas include the development of a RV/boat 
storage space and the possible development of an industrial incubator-type building, 
similar to the existing Building 96, which houses a number of local small businesses. 
Because small businesses are predominant in Cape May County, a building that could 
provide commercial/light industrial suites could expand the revenue base in a manner 
similar to Building 96.  This development is contingent upon compliance with New 
Jersey’s Smart Growth Plan and the ability to provide utilities to new development on the 
Airport. 
 

3) Hangar Development: In concert with the marketing of corporate aviation, the DRBA 
should either develop or encourage the private development of aircraft hangars.  Growth 
of Cape May County Airport revenue base will depend, in part, on the availability of 
adequate hangar facilities.  It is estimated that 15,000 square feet of conventional hangar 
space will be needed to attract three business/corporate aircraft including at least two jets 
to the airport within the planning period.  In addition, it is estimated that at least 10 T-
hangar units will be needed over the next 5 years.  There is currently a waiting list of 
seven aircraft and there are not any available T-hangars in the service area. 
 

4) Rates & Charges:  As a part of the revenue enhancement program at Cape May, the 
revision of rates and charges is an important component.  In this regard, the DRBA has 
conducted studies of market values indicating a potential for higher hangar rates at the 
Airport.  These rates should be increased gradually to ensure the retention of based 
aircraft owners and other Airport users. 

 

T 
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Included in the following sections are suggested means of improving the financial 
performance of the Airport.  As such, the remainder of the Section is organized to include the 
following:  

• Revenue Enhancement Recommendations 
• Impacts on Revenues and Expenses 
• Summary of Business Plan Recommendations 

 
6.1  Revenue Enhancement Recommendations  
 

Revenue enhancement activities recommended for Cape May Airport focus primarily on 
the long term vision of developing Cape May Airport into a facility that will help support the 
$5.1 billion tourism industry in Cape May County.  This involves efforts to provide suitable 
facilities that will attract tourism to the area as well as support aviation and non-aviation related 
business.  Recommendations to help support tourism include new or improved terminal services 
and amenities, and development of Canadian tourism.  Other recommendations designed to 
enhance revenues include hangar development, SASO services, and adjustments to current rates 
and charges.  The following sections describe in greater detail these revenue enhancement 
recommendations.  
 
Future Building Use 
 
 As mentioned earlier in this report, the Airport is home to 11 remaining World War II era 
structures.  However, if the Airport is encumbered by the restrictions of an Historic District 
encompassing all remaining World War II era structures, DRBA may be impacted in how they 
may manage these buildings. Thus, DRBA faces a challenge in this regard and should engage in 
dialogue with preservation proponents.  It will be far easier to prevent the inclusion of every 
building now than it will be to have individual buildings removed from the register after they are 
approved.  Five of the 11 structures currently fall under DRBA management: 
 
● Building 1 - The Original and Current Terminal Building: DRBA has made a 

substantial investment in repairing and renovating the Terminal Building (Bldg. 1) to 
maintain and extend its useful life. While the structure bears a vague resemblance to its 
former appearance, a storm destroyed the original Control Tower Cab atop the building in 
1962.  This tower cab was never replaced.  Its functional role of boosting airfield 
communications and weather relays to/from the Atlantic City Tower was replaced by the 
construction of the Airport Operations Building (Bldg. 102) in 1975.  It is estimated that 
significant funds would be needed to address code issues and occupancy of the second 
floor of the Terminal Building.  These expenditures are not likely to be recouped through 
revenue producing activities and are not recommended by this business plan.  Instead, it 
is believed that DRBA would be better off completing repairs on the existing structure, 
minimizing the investment and keeping only what is necessary.  The terminal currently 
leases space to Flight Deck Diner and Catering, Ace Sharper Auto Rentals, and the Civil 
Air Patrol. 
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● Building 2 – Hangar 1:  Hangar 1 is the original main hangar, and currently home to the 
Naval Air Station Museum.  This structure was originally leased by the County to the 
current tenant at the rate of $1 per month for 30 years.  The tenant has raised hundreds of 
thousands of dollars to repair and restore the hangar to serve as a museum.  There is little 
DRBA can do with this structure in terms of direct revenue generation beyond collecting 
their $1 monthly fee until the current lease expires in 2022. 

 
● Building 9 – Formerly the Base Maintenance Shop:  This building is currently leased in 

part to Eckel & Sons Diesel Marine Engine Repair.  DRBA has invested resources into 
cleaning the building, repairing the roof, and making structural repairs.  Eckel & Sons is 
the primary tenant, with Heavenly Scavengers utilizing the center section for their home 
furnishings ministry.  DRBA uses some additional space for storage.   

 
● Building 12 – Former Base Mess Hall:   This building is currently vacated and is in a 

state of severe disrepair.  The roof is in poor condition, the T-111 siding is rotting in 
places, and the interior continues to degrade.  The most expedient solution may be to 
simply demolish the structure and free up valuable Airport property for more 
economically productive development.  However, there may be constraints due to the 
historic nature of the facility. 

 
● Building 60 – Hangar 2: Hangar 2 was originally the secondary hangar for the Air 

Station.  It is currently under lease to Pen Turbo Aviation, Inc.  This ground lease was 
initially set up by the County and turned over to DRBA management.  There appears to 
be little room for DRBA to boost revenues on this structure under current agreements, but 
holds the promise of increasing revenues as agreements are renegotiated when the lease 
ends in 2012. 

 
Therefore it is recommended that: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Supporting/Attracting Tourism 
 
 There are several initiatives at the Airport that can be undertaken in support of the area 
tourism industry including: non-aviation property development including RV and boat storage, 
and potential air charters to and from Canada. 
 
Non-aviation Property Development 
 
 Tourism and fishing are the two largest economic engines in the lower-peninsula, whose 
connected industries generate over 90 percent of all employment in Cape May County and create 

DRBA should continue dialogue with local historic preservation interests 
to determine what remaining World War II era Structures should 

 be maintained in a manner that benefits the Airport. 
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more than 30,000 additional seasonal jobs.  The port of Cape May/Wildwood is the largest 
fishing port in New Jersey, and the eighth most productive fishing port in the United States.  
Cape May County ranks second in New Jersey in terms of tourism dollars generated, totaling 
over $5.1 billion in 2007.  In direct correlation, the County’s population swells over 650 percent 
from the off-season County winter population.  County leaders have made it very clear that from 
their perspective, the tourism industry is their primary economic development target.  For this 
reason, industries that directly or indirectly fuel the engine of tourism are the most desirable in 
terms of recruitment and providing financial aid.  From this perspective, a number of tourism 
related businesses have expressed an interest, or have been proposed for location within the 
industrial park areas of the Airport property: 
 
 ● Linen & Towel Service: Serving the summer resort rental community. 
 ● Housekeeping/Janitorial Service: Serving the summer resort rental community. 
 ● RV & Boat Storage:  Providing secure storage for large recreational vehicles. 
 ● Vehicle Storage: Providing secure storage of resort transportation at the Airport 

for individuals and families who fly into the area. 
 ● Concrete Plant: Serving construction in area. 
 ● Fish Processing Plant:  providing value added preparation of the fleet catch such 

as cleaning, breading and packaging prior to shipment. 
 ● Government Agency Use:  potential for government agencies that require 

proximity to shore locations such as State Fisheries, EPA, Coast Guard, Division 
of Fish and Wildlife. 

 ● Small Businesses:  small businesses in building 96 are the single greatest 
generator of revenue for the Airport. 

 
Most of these options rely upon recruiting outside vendors who would establish and operate their 
business on Airport property.  As such, it is recommended that: 
 
 
 
 
 
RV and Boat Storage Area 
 
 The creation of an outdoor secured storage area for RVs and boats may make the most 
sense for DRBA management and long-term revenue generation due to the fact that there are 45 
campgrounds and over 15,600 actual campsites in Cape May County.  This results in a demand 
for storage of boats and RVs in both on and off-season timeframes.  Additionally, the Airport is 
situated on some of the highest ground in the County at 23 feet above sea level. This places 
airport property well above areas that could be affected by the 16 foot storm surge associated 
with a category three hurricane.  The Airport is also far enough inland to minimize the corrosive 
effects of salt laden sea spray prevalent along coastal areas.  In these regards, the Airport is an 
ideal location for outdoor storage of large RVs and boats. 
 

The Airport should attract outside vendors that would support tourism or  
local industries in Cape May County.  
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 There are approximately nine acres of predominately cleared land on Airport property 
west of the Everlon building along Ranger Road. The largest area is a seven acre tract on the 
south side of Ranger Road, (see Figure 6) with an accompanying two acre tract north of Ranger 
Road.  When fully developed, the seven acre area south of Ranger Road could easily 
accommodate up to 240 large RVs or boats up to 12’ by 40’.  The two acre area north of Ranger 
Road could accommodate 60 large RVs.  Site prep would include 4 inches of crushed stone 
aggregate and a 10-foot deer fence. 
 
  Physical expenses involved in site preparation would be selective removal of a limited 
number of trees, enclosing the area with secured chain link deer fencing, installing security gates 
and lighting, and possibly adding a crushed gravel base.  The average rental cost of similar 
storage spaces at competing facilities is $100 per month.  This translates into maximum potential 
revenue of $24,000 per month and $144,000 per six month off-season at full capacity.  For this 
plan, a scaled down start-up was proposed that includes only two acres (area north of Ranger 
Road).  If this area could be developed, it was conservatively estimated that up to 50 percent of 
the available space would be rented 9 months out of the year, producing roughly $3,000 per 
month.  Therefore it is recommended that: 
 
 
 
 
 
The Canadian Connection 
 
 Cape May is a primary destination for Canadian travelers seeking access to oceanfront 
recreation.  The resurgence in buying power of the Canadian dollar in relation to the U.S. dollar 
is also adding to this migration.  The Cape May County Department of Tourism is investing 
significant resources in developing this destination driven market.  Traditionally, many Canadian 
visitors arrive by automobile and chartered bus.  With Quebec at 580 miles, Montreal at 460 
miles and Toronto at 400 miles, it is entirely possible that a seasonal air charter cutting drive 
times and essentially extending holidays could be profitable into and out of Cape May Airport.  
DRBA should encourage the Cape May County Department of Tourism in developing this 
service. 
 

DRBA should investigate the creation of an outdoor secure storage area for 
RVs and boats for short-term revenue generation.  
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 This option presents several operational hurdles, for a relatively small return for the 
Airport, but it would clearly demonstrate to the County DRBA’s willingness to be a good partner 
in the overall development of the County’s primary industry segment, and solidly establish 
DRBA as a good corporate partner. 
 
Management of Non-Aviation Tenant Structures 
 

• Building 96:  Building 96 is the single greatest revenue producing property on the 
Airport.  With approximately 29,000 square feet under roof, Bldg. 96 features spaces for 
up to 10 tenants.  The building is in need of significant maintenance and cosmetic 
upgrades.  For this reason, four units are currently vacant; to permit repairs prior to 
moving on to repairs of occupied units.  Rehabilitation work is scheduled for 2009.  High 
demand by local small businesses for space in Building 96 exemplifies the business 
climate of the lower-peninsula and reveals the sound wisdom of constructing similar new 
structures on Airport property for the growth of local businesses and the Airport’s bottom 

DRBA should work closely with Cape May County Department of Tourism in 
the possible development of a Canadian air charter boosting resort traffic 

utilizing the Airport. 
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line.  There is currently room for an additional four structures similar to Building 96 in 
the immediate vicinity of the current building.  

 
• Building 97:  The Tomwar building is presently vacant awaiting repairs to the roof.  

There are three or four tenants possibly interested in leasing the entire 18,000 square foot 
shop space with attached 1,250 square feet of office space.  Roof repairs should be 
completed as soon as possible in order to secure a tenant as soon as possible.  Should it 
turn out that there are no single businesses interested in leasing the entire space at a 
reasonable rate, thought should be given to subdividing the interior into as many as six 
3,000 square foot small business spaces similar to those found in Building 96, with the 
added availability of the 1,250 office area on the front of the building that could be leased 
in combination or separately. 

 
• Building 9:  Charles Eckel & Sons Diesel Marine occupies about half of Building 9, a 

preserved World War II era structure constructed of terra cotta block.  Heavenly 
Scavengers occupy another area of the building, with DRBA using a portion for storage. 

 
The potential for developing additional facilities similar to Building 96 exists for the 

following reasons: 
 

• Building 96 is the single greatest generator of revenue for the Airport. 
• There is significant ongoing demand for convenient small business flex-space in the 

lower-peninsula. 
• There is no other comparable business or industrial park within Cape May County and 

ample open real estate at the Airport. 
 

By stating “facilities similar to Building 96” it is not intended that DRBA replicate Building 96 
exactly, but merely to convey the logistical merits of new structures of similar physical 
dimensions featuring tenant spaces of 1,000 square feet to 5,000 square feet allowing small and 
start up businesses affordable workspaces.  If the Tomwar Building (Bldg 97) is leased to a 
single tenant soon, it may also be advisable to investigate the construction of similar structures 
for larger small businesses.  To maximize developable land for future use and to limit demands 
on running utilities to each structure, it is recommended that all development be limited to the 
area bounded by Ranger Road to the north, Hornet Road on the west, Breakwater Road to the 
south Lexington Road on the east and bisected by Saratoga Road.  Figure 5 illustrates a possible 
future build out with space for four additional Building 96 type structures, two additional 
Building 97 structures and allowing for the entire parcel surrounding Building 12 to be utilized 
as a Coast Guard Museum.  This is not a specific layout plan, but merely a suggestion to fuel 
discussion of a possible long term development options. 
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As the Cape May resort community continues to grow and real estate continues to 

escalate in value, there are many businesses located near the beaches and the higher priced real 
estate areas that have little direct dependence or contribution to resort tourism, such as auto parts 
distributors or glass, window, and door shops.  It is possible that the Airport could attract such 
businesses away from higher priced real estate areas to the much more affordable Airport 
property.  Therefore, it is recommended that: 
 
 
 
 
 
Fringe Planning Area 
  
 Cape May County Airport is located in a Fringe Planning Area in the Smart Growth Plan 
for New Jersey.  The Fringe Planning Area is a predominantly rural landscape that is not prime 
agricultural or environmentally sensitive land, with scattered small communities and free-
standing residential, commercial and industrial development. The following criteria are intended 

DRBA should consider the potential benefits of developing additional  
flexible building space for small business rental.  
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as a general guide for delineating the Fringe Planning Area. Local conditions may require 
flexible application of the criteria to achieve the Policy Objectives of this Planning Area: 
 
 ● Population density of less than 1,000 people per square mile. 
 ● Generally lacking in major infrastructure investments: 
  - The circulation system is mainly provided by state and county roadways  
   with a major emphasis on moving traffic through the area. 
  - Some Centers are served by public water and sewer. 
 ● Land area greater than one square mile. 
 ● Does not include land that meets the criteria of Rural or Environmentally   
  Sensitive Planning Areas. 
 ● Area is adjacent to Metropolitan or Suburban Planning Areas 
 
 Development within the Fringe Planning Area should be concentrated in or adjacent to 
existing Centers or in planned new Centers. The character, location and magnitude of new 
development should be based on the capacities of the natural and built systems within the Center 
and its Environs. In Centers, water and wastewater systems may be extensions of systems from 
Metropolitan or Suburban Planning Areas. If not, they should be designed and planned to 
connect to those systems in the future or should be small treatment systems managed by 
qualified public or private entities.  
 
 The State may not allow Cape May County Airport to become a designated Center 
because it does not contain the correct mix of residential & commercial/industrial development.  
Until the issue of becoming a designated Center is resolved, the state may not allow sanitary 
sewer service for new development at the airport.   Therefore it is recommended that: 

 

DRBA should work with State and local agencies to get new development at 
Cape May County Airport exempted from the Smart Growth 

 sewer moratorium.  

 
Positive Public Relations 
 
 Goodwill can have a significant impact on DRBA’s ability to implement development 
plans at Cape May Airport.  For this reason, public relations must become a greater part of the 
DRBA management strategy.  In the ten years DRBA has managed the Cape May Airport, it is 
estimated that DRBA has directed the investment of over $10 million in improvements to the 
Airport.  Unfortunately, many of these essential investments have gone unnoticed by the 
community-at-large, and as a result, DRBA has not gained a public relations advantage.  Some of 
these improvements involved DRBA’s preservation of historic WWII era structures such as the 
Terminal Building and Building 9.  Some capital investments were directed toward good 
neighborly projects such as working with the local Municipality to provide a site for the erection 
of a 750,000 gallon water tower on Airport property.  This water tower serves Lower Township 
even though its height required an increase of circling minimums (altitude) for aircraft operating 
around the Airport. 
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 Cape May Airport is under the shared ownership, management and control of the County 
of Cape May and DRBA. The fact that most zoning, utilities, licenses and permits relating to the 
Airport are regulated and issued by the Municipality of Lower Township effectively makes the 
municipality a virtual third party to the management of the Airport.  A three-way partnership is 
difficult without effective communication, understanding, and cooperation between all partners.  
Thus, DRBA must involve both the Township and the County in Airport planning in an effort to 
achieve “buy in” and to better ensure that Airport issues are considered in Township and County 
decision making.  It is far easier to achieve Airport objectives on the front end of these processes 
than it is to change policies after they have been set.  Communications must be ongoing and 
aggressively pursued.  It is vital to the DRBA mission that the Township and County understand 
that all the improvements made by DRBA on the Airport directly benefit the future investments 
of both the Township and the County. Therefore it is recommended that: 

 

DRBA should enhance and strengthen its public relations campaign that 
educates and informs local County and Township decision makers as well as 

the general public regarding investments and improvements to Cape May 
County Airport. 

 
In so doing, DRBA may avoid many of the impediments and pitfalls associated with 

negative perceptions and emotional responses to Airport initiatives.  It is essential that DRBA 
continue to communicate and educate local government officials and Airport neighbors about the 
investments and developments at the Airport, and perhaps most importantly, why those 
investments and developments are being made.  By achieving better understanding and “buy in” 
from the decision makers, customers, and the community-at-large, the mission of the Airport can 
be better realized. 
 
Attraction of Corporate Aviation 
 
 At many general aviation airports, the attraction of corporate aviation has become a 
primary focus.  As fuel prices increase, recreational aviation activities tend to decrease, thus 
reducing fuel sales and airport activities.  Business aviation, on the other hand, tends to operate 
through increased fuel costs by essentially passing along expenses to their customers. It is simply 
a cost of doing business.  This ability of business aircraft to continue operations in the face of 
spiraling fuel costs has made this segment a very desirable target for Airport recruiting efforts. 
 
 While new corporate operations would certainly increase revenues at Cape May Airport, 
the likelihood of attracting large corporate aircraft and flight departments to base there are 
somewhat remote.  Also, due to its geographic location, (on a resort peninsula) the area is not 
well suited to transport value-added goods to the south.  Thus, traditional manufacturing and 
other industries face natural impediments to the potential expansion of their businesses.   
   
 The single greatest opportunity for attracting significant numbers of corporate aircraft 
would likely be attained by drawing in wealthy second home owners who fly business-type 
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aircraft into Cape May for vacation.  It is entirely possible to increase fuel sales, ramp fees and 
possibly hangar space via this market segment. Therefore, the primary focus in regard to 
corporate aircraft should be upon attracting itinerant corporate aircraft, flying executives in for 
business, conventions, holidays, etc.  
 
 One potential hurdle to this development is the fact that both runways are 4,998-feet in 
length.  This is two feet short of the 5,000-foot runway length minimums that many insurance 
companies require for their covered turbojet business class aircraft.  An extension of 500-feet has 
been recommended in the Airport Master Plan and is included in the current Airport Layout Plan. 
However, that extension may be pushed out beyond the 5-year horizon of this business plan due 
to environmental hurdles and FAA funding priorities.  In order to solve this dilemma while 
minimizing environmental impact and demands for FAA funding it is therefore recommended 
that: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This minor expansion would safely stretch the operational length of Runway 1-19 beyond the 
minimum insurance requirements for a much broader segment of business aircraft.  To attract 
this aircraft type, marketing materials may be needed.  Thus, when the runway exceeds 5,000 
feet, it is further recommended that: 
   
 
 
 
 
 
These marketing materials should include a brochure, an update to the airport website, and 
possibly a promotional video that may be distributed via CD, DVD and streaming over the 
website. 
 
Hangar Development Options 
 
 Demand exists for both T-Hangars and corporate box hangars at Cape May County 
Airport.  While FAA TAF projections (which tend to be quite conservative) show no growth in 
based aircraft over the next two decades, there are some facts that indicate the potential for 
growing active based aircraft numbers on the Airport.  There are 184 aircraft registered in Cape 
May County.  Of these, 84 are based at Woodbine Airport and 80 are based at Cape May Airport.  
This leaves 20 aircraft, registered in Cape May County currently based elsewhere.  Of these, 4 
are single-engine and 16 are twin-engine.  It is possible, that with the right facilities, rates and 
services, some of these operators could be persuaded to relocate at Cape May Airport.  Add to 
this the fact that there are currently no vacancies for hangar space at service area airports, and 
there is credence to the need for developing additional hangar space on the Airport.  Efforts 

DRBA should examine the merits of extending Runway 1-19 by a total of four 
feet, thereby lengthening the overall runway to 5,002 feet. 

DRBA should update its existing marketing materials that promote Airport 
benefits and features to recruit tenants and traffic to the Airport. 
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should also be made to attract business aircraft serving wealthy second home owners who fly 
business type aircraft into Cape May for vacation.  Thus, to recap:  
 

• Registered Aircraft:  20 aircraft are registered in Cape May County and currently based 
outside of the county.  Some of these aircraft could be attracted to the Airport. 

• No Hangar Vacancies:  There are currently no vacancies for hangar space at service area 
airports.  This suggests that additional hangar space at reasonable rates would be utilized. 

• Waiting List:  At the time of this plan, there is a waiting list of seven aircraft currently 
renting tie-down spaces on the ramp for hangar space as it becomes available. 

 
Given this demand, it is recommended that: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 The development of additional aircraft hangars on Airport property will increase fuel 
sales and other services revenues by adding to the based aircraft population on the Airport.  A 
number of paths exist for constructing these structures.  Other than the East T-hangars, the 
Airport has traditionally made existing structures and grounds available to private 
operators/developers on a ground lease basis for the development of privately managed hangars.  
While this minimizes DRBA investment in such facilities, it also limits potential revenues. For 
this plan, two primary options were considered for the development of the 10 T-hangars:  
 

• Private Development of 10 T-Hangars with DRBA Land Lease 
• Exclusive DRBA Development of 10 New T-Hangars  

 
Each of these options is described in the following sections: 
 
Private Development of Hangars  
 

One option would be for DRBA to construct the hangars and let the hangar revenues 
repay the investment (assume 25 year repayment).  Another option would be to place the 
development of 10 new hangars out for bid and let the private sector lease land and develop the 
hangars.  This option would provide land lease revenues to DRBA and an average accrual of 4 
percent equity per year (assuming 25 year lease with reversion to DRBA) in the structures.  
Either way, DRBA accrues full ownership of the structures over a period of 25 years. 

 
Using estimates from other airport hangar development, an estimated unit cost of $47,000 

which also includes all site prep, materials and labor may be possible at Cape May.  Multiplied 
by 10 units this totals $470,000.  These costs can vary significantly, depending upon site 
preparation costs.  However, for comparative purposes, these costs were used to illustrate a 
typical pro forma for private hangar development.  The financing of $470,000 in hangar 
development over a 25-year period at 5 percent interest would result in a need to repay $33,000 

A total of 10 T-hangars should be constructed in the near term to  
accommodate existing based aircraft demand. 
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per year or $2,750 per month. Rental rates needed to repay the construction costs for T-hangars 
would need to include DRBA land lease fees of $5,700 per year and a 10 percent net operating 
profit.   These rates would amount to $350 per month per T-hangar.  Table 10 documents the cost 
assumptions and results of this financial analysis.  These costs are also slightly higher than 
average hangar fees in the region, but should be supportable with new hangar development. If 
these rental rates are employed, Cape May County Airport will have a less difficult time securing 
occupancy by aircraft owners currently on the hangar waiting list.  There is also the benefit of 
justifying the increases in rent necessary at the existing hangars.  The net result of this approach 
results in a projected gain of 11 based aircraft by 2010. 
 

Private development of hangars provides DRBA only slightly less than total control over 
their Airport investment.  It features an equivalent return, (resulting in a much higher actual 
return on investment).  It has roughly the same benefits of equity building toward 100 percent 
ownership by DRBA over a 25 year period.  Plus, it provides the added advantage of conserving 
DRBA capital for investment in other projects.   

 
Should this method be selected, the RFP process for hangar development should require 

estimates of the total cost of development and proposed rental rates. Typically, these leases are 
structured to run from as low as 20 years to as high as 32.5 years.  Most are in the 25-year range. 
If a 25-year lease is given to private developers with a reversion clause (ownership reverts to 
DRBA after that period,) there will be an immediate boost in revenues with no direct cash outlay 
required from DRBA, since the land lease will be paying positive cash flows to DRBA from the 
start of the lease.   

 
DRBA Development of T-Hangars 
 

If DRBA develops hangars with the notion of investing in these facilities and receiving 
some significant return on investment, it may be difficult to achieve unless a low cost 
construction solution can be secured.  If, for example, the lowest unit cost for construction for 
DRBA was $60,000 for T-hangars at Cape May, this would require $600,000 for a 10-unit T-
hangar building.  The cost of $600,000 in hangar development over a 25-year period at 5 percent 
internal rate of return would result in a need to earn approximately $42,000 per year or $3,500 
per month.  Thus, rental rates needed to repay the cost of the T-hangars would have to be set at 
$400 per month.  This includes $350 for construction cost recovery and $50 per hangar per 
month in equivalent Land Lease recovery charges that would otherwise be derived from private 
development, totaling an average of $400 per month per T-hangar.  Table 10 presents the results 
of this financial comparison. 
 

These costs are somewhat higher than could be achieved with private development of the 
hangars and may constrain demand to certain extent.  The price elasticity of demand is not 
known for hangar rentals in southern New Jersey.  However, basic economic theory supports the 
notion that demand decreases as prices escalate.  Thus, it is difficult to pinpoint precisely where 
the ideal balance of price and demand may be, but it is safe to assume there are more people 
willing to pay $350 per month for a T-hangar rental than those willing to pay $400 per month for 
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the same facility.  A loss of just one or two based aircraft (on an airport of 80 based aircraft) 
could impact margins on rental revenues, fuel sales, and aircraft maintenance. 
 

While, this option does provide DRBA with the greatest amount of control over their 
Airport investment, it has a limited return with the added possibility of reducing future revenues.  
As shown in Table 10, the total average annual return to DRBA is the same under both methods, 
with the exception that DRBA would have to charge an additional $50 per month in rent than a 
private developer.   This table indicates that if DRBA could construct hangars that were less 
costly than those of a private developer, a greater return on investment could be realized. 
 
 

Table 10 – T-Hangars Cost Assumptions  
 DRBA Private Developer 

Unit Cost $60,000 $47,000 
   
Project Cost (10 T-hangars) $600,000 $470,000 
   
Land Lease Per Year $0 $5,700 
   
Monthly Rents/Unit $400 $350 
   
Average Equity Return/Year $24,500 $18,800 
   
Total Average Annual Return $24,500 $24,500 

 
From this information it is recommended that: 
 

DRBA should seek quality low-cost hangar development for T-hangars to be 
constructed allowing for regional price competitiveness. 

 
For purposes of this business plan, it was assumed that conventional hangars would be 

developed at the Airport using private enterprise funding.  At least one private developer has 
expressed interest in conventional hangar construction.  Similar to the Kindle hangars, land 
would be leased to private developers for hangar construction.  Therefore, it is recommended 
that: 
 

DRBA should consider leasing land to private enterprise for the  
development of conventional hangar space. 
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A total of 15,000 square feet of conventional hangar space is needed for the three additional 
business jets anticipated to base at the Airport by the year 2013.  If DRBA does not desire to 
lease space for this purpose, they should consider developing the hangar space themselves. 

 
Adjustment of Current Hangar Fees 
 
 A recent DRBA rates and charges analysis indicated that Hangar Rental fees at Cape May 
County Airport are below the market average.  Rates could be increased to reach market value, 
thereby increasing revenues to DRBA.  Additionally, the recent cost escalations for all services 
brought about by energy cost inflation should not be ignored.  Most airport tenants are not happy 
with price increases, but they do understand that costs increase over time.  DRBA should keep 
pace with the rise in prices by increasing rents periodically.  Therefore, it is recommended that: 
 

DRBA should increase its hangar rental prices on the existing 10 units in 
accordance with local market rates. 

 
New or Improved Terminal Services, Amenities, and Activities  
 
 If Cape May Airport is to successfully support tourism and business aviation, DRBA will 
need to focus on not only the development of the facility, but on the amenities and services 
offered. By offering services for tourists, the airport will be integrated into the network of county 
transportation.  In order attract pilots and travelers to the airport the following recommendations 
can be made: 
 
Ground Transportation 
 
 In order to promote tourism and business use of the Airport, it is important to have 
convenient ground transportation available on the premises to provide seamless and easy access 
to the Cape May County beach communities, and longer distance services to Atlantic City. 
Previous efforts to bring a large business to the Airport Industrial Park failed in part because 
there was no public or affordable transportation to the Airport for the workforce.  For transient 
pilots and passengers, a rental car agency is located at the Airport in the Terminal Building.  This 
feature is important for continued growth in business clientele, second home owners, and 
potential Canadian vacation users.  In addition, the availability of a courtesy car with after-hours 
access can be a means of attracting activity.  
 
Aircraft Avionics/Maintenance/Sales 
 
 At Cape May County Airport, one service lacking in the market area is some type of 
avionics repair or installation.  Currently the closest airport that offers avionics service is over an 
hour away.  If a SASO at Cape May offers avionics service or repairs they may be able to fill a 
market gap in the region.  Thus, it is recommended that:   
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It is also possible that the existing FBO could add this service. 
 
Standardizing FBO Fee Structures 
 
 It is vital to effective airport management that a quality FBO is operating profitably on 
Airport property.  To achieve this, DRBA must make certain concessions that will affect their 
immediate bottom line, while attempting to make the Airport operations worthwhile for the FBO.  
Along these lines, DRBA financed the installation of a new fuel farm with self-serve card 
readers.  Even with spiraling fuel costs, DRBA collects only $0.05 per gallon of fuel sales, 
allowing the FBO to retain a sizable margin per gallon sold. It must be pointed out that $0.15 or 
more per gallon is not unreasonable at other airports, especially regarding the recoupment of 
DRBA’s investment in the fuel farm.  Therefore it is recommended: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Long Term Development 
 
 For the long term (post 2013) DRBA may desire to consider the development of a new 
terminal building that consolidates several current functions that are now spread out on the 
Airport.  In this regard, the current terminal building requires significant investment just to keep 
it within building code requirements.  In addition, any further renovations would be very 
expensive.  Instead, it may make economic sense to develop a new facility that combines the 
operations management function (now in the Operations Building), FBO offices, restaurant, 
rental car, and other administrative functions.  A new terminal building could function as the 
gateway to the community, providing a single point of entry for Airport users.  It could also be 
tastefully designed to represent the Cape May area in a positive manner. 
 
6.2 Impact on Revenues/Expenses 
 
 Quantifying the levels of additional potential revenue that would result from 
implementing the strategies listed above is highly subjective.  One reasonable method is where 
the assumptions for each strategy are stated, along with the resulting impact.  Then, if the 
assumptions are not met, deviations from the predicted revenues can be expected.  It is believed 
that changes in revenues to DRBA would come primarily from increased airport development 
and aviation activity.  
 
 
 

The DRBA should consider seeking a SASO that offers avionics  
service and repair for the Airport. 

DRBA should increase the fuel flowage fee to be more in line with industry 
standards and to reflect its fuel farm investment. 
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Changes in Aviation Activity 
 
 The first step in determining the impacts of the revenue enhancement strategies presented 
in the previous sections of this business plan is to predict the change in aviation demand that 
would occur if each strategy were implemented.  Table 11 presents a listing of the potential 
demand changes along with the assumptions used in estimating demand changes. 
 

Table 11 - Potential Demand Changes by Year 2013 

  Operations Based Aircraft

Current Activity  35,050 80 

Demand Change Assumption   

Restore 5,000’ Runway 
Length 

Will help in the attraction of business aviation. 1% 0 

Attraction of Business  
Aviation 

Derived from marketing business aviation 
interests and attracting business aviation users 
to the airport. 

3% 3 

Environmental and Economic 
Development 

Supplements the attraction of business aviation 
(activity included in Attraction of Business 
Aviation) and helps in the attraction of tourism

0% 0 

SASO/More  
Services 

Avionics for the Airport population as well as 
the service area. 

0% 0 

Terminal services Minor impacts to demand, will help in the 
attraction of tourism and business aviation 

0% 0 

Hangar Development  
(Short Term) 

10 unit T-hangars by 2011, along with one 
corporate hangar in 2010. 

13% 8 

Marketing Efforts This will also help in the attraction of tourism 
and business aviation. 

1% 0 

Rates and Charges Examine potential revenues from changes to 
rates and charges. 

0% 0 

      

Additional Potential Growth 18% 11 

Total Potential Activity 41,400 91 

 
 Key strategic initiatives for DRBA include increasing the fuel margin, expanding the 
runway to just over 5,000 feet, the development of 10 T-hangars, leasing land for the 
development three conventional hangars, and the creation of an outside storage facility for RVs 
and boats.  These developments, along with the other enhancement actions discussed in previous 
sections, will effectively increase activity at the Airport.  In this business plan, these strategies 
are assumed to create sufficient interests to attract one business jet 8 other based aircraft tenants 
to occupy the T-hangar units.  Without these activities, revenue growth potential at the Airport 
will be limited.  The current hangar rates will be raised in the near future.  Table 12 presents a 
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listing of how these potential demand increases could impact the revenue picture for Delaware 
Airpark, if the assumptions for this scenario are met. 
 

Table 12 - Potential Revenue Pro Forma: All Revenue Enhancement Strategies

Revenue Category 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

       

Lease Revenues $160,135  $172,540 $189,242 $247,812 $266,924 $281,401 

Fuel $5,335  $16,085 $20,666 $20,769 $25,373 $30,000 

Outdoor Storage Facility     $14,400 $27,000 $27,000 

       

Total Revenue $165,470  $188,625 $224,308 $295,581 $319,297 $338,401 

 
Impact on Expenses: 
 
 For this analysis, it is reasonable to assume that the revenue enhancement strategies will 
impact/increase some of the Airport’s expenses.  The fuel fees can be reasonably increased in 
accordance with market rates.  Other operating expenses that will be impacted by the 
Recommended Plan include: 
 

• One 10 Unit T-Hangar Starting in 2011 and Lasting 25 Years (Cost of Capital Assumed) 
• Land Leases for Three Conventional Hangars Starting in 2010, 2012, 2013 (Lasting 25 

Years Each)  
• Marketing Program Starting in 2010 
• Outdoor Storage Facility (Cost of Capital Assumed for 10 Years) 

 

Table 13 - Potential Impacts to Expenses from All Revenue Enhancement Strategies 

EXPENSE CATEGORY 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Maintenance $269,129 $279,895 $291,090 $302,734  $314,843 $327,437 

Operations $64,999 $67,599 $70,303 $73,115 $76,039 $79,081 

Cost of Capital * $0 $0 $3,615 $23,124 $22,384 $21,605 

Marketing Program $0 $0 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 

Benefits $127,529 $132,631 $137,936 $143,453 $149,191 $155,159 

Administration  Allocation  $35,696 $37,123 $38,608 $40,153 $41,759 $43,429 

       

Total Expenses $497,353 $517,247 $551,553 $592,579 $614,217  $636,711 
*  Needed Internal Rate of Return 
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Comparison of Expenses & Revenues 
 
 When the forecast of potential revenue increases resulting from all revenue enhancement 
strategies is compared to the forecast of operating expenses for Cape May Airport, a forecast of 
future net operating costs for the Airport can be considered.  Table 14 presents this comparison: 
 

Table 14 - Recommended Plan Operating Revenue & Expense Comparison

Year Forecast Operating 
Revenues 

Forecast Operating 
Expenses 

Forecast Net  
Operating Costs 

2008 $165,500 $497,400 ($331,900) 

2009 $188,600 $517,200 ($328,600) 

2010 $224,300 $551,600 ($327,300) 

2011 $295,600 $592,600 ($297,000) 

2012 $319,300 $614,200 ($294,900) 

2013 $338,400 $636,700 ($298,300) 

 
 Comparison of the forecasted operating expenses and forecasted levels of operating 
revenues indicates an operating deficit through all five years of the forecast.  Implementation of 
the business plan strategies anticipates an operational deficit of (-$298,300) in 2013 which is 
$141,200 less than the baseline forecast of (-$439,500).  The Recommended Plan includes an 
additional $427,600 in net revenues over the Baseline Scenario estimates.  Additional revenues 
could be earned if strategies more aggressive than those specifically discussed in this business 
plan are pursued. 
 
6.3  Summary of Business Plan Recommendations 
 
 A number of recommendations have been made as a part of this business plan, most with 
the ultimate goal of increasing net revenues at Cape May Airport.  Many of these strategies have 
additional benefits to the Cape May County area, such as increasing economic development and 
employment in the local community.  Specific recommendations by timeframe are as follows: 
 
Immediate 

● 1st Priority – DRBA should work with State and local agencies to get new 
development at Cape May County Airport exempted from the Smart Growth 
sewer moratorium: Without the proper sewage and water allotments, the airport 
may not be able to support new development.  

● 2nd Priority – Monthly hangar rental prices on the existing 10 units should be 
increased to better mirror competitive service area market rates: Once hangar 
rates are raised, they should mirror the growth of the CPI. 

● 3rd Priority – DRBA should examine the merits of extending Runway 1-19 by a 
total of four feet, thereby lengthening the runway to 5,002 feet: The expansion 
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would safely stretch the operational length of Runway 1-19 beyond the minimum 
insurance requirements for many business aircraft operators.   

 
2009-2010 

● 1st Priority – DRBA should investigate the creation of an outdoor secure storage 
area for RVs and boats for long-term revenue generation: There are over 15,600 
campsites in Cape May County and there is a need for RV and boat storage. 

● 2nd Priority – Ten new low-cost T-hangars should be constructed to 
accommodate existing based aircraft demand: DRBA should seek quality low-
cost hangar development for the ten T-hangars to be constructed allowing for 
regional price competitiveness, and the opportunity to secure additional based 
aircraft currently on the hangar waiting list. 

● 3rd Priority - DRBA should consider leasing land (30,000 s.f.) to private 
 enterprise for  the development of conventional hangar space (15,000 s.f. of 
 building space). 
 -  Private hangars should revert to DRBA ownership/control after 25 years. 

 ● 4th Priority – The Airport should attract outside vendors that would support 
 tourism or local industries in Cape May County: A number of tourism related 
 businesses have expressed interest in located within the industrial park areas of 
 the Airport property. 

 
2010-2013 

● 1st Priority – DRBA should enhance its marketing materials that promote 
Airport benefits and features to recruit tenants and traffic to the Airport:  
DRBA should continue to allocate funding for the development of marketing 
plans (2010), and targeted recruitment strategy/activities for attracting new 
corporate/business aviation activity to the Airport. 

  
Other Items 

● Public Relations:  DRBA should enhance a public relations campaign that 
 educates and informs local County and Township decision makers as well as the 
 general public regarding investments and improvements to Cape May County 
 Airport. 
● Specialty SASO: DRBA should consider seeking a SASO that offers avionics 

service and repair for the Airport currently the closest airport that offers avionics 
service is over an hour away. 

● DRBA should encourage the Cape May County Department of Tourism in the 
possible development of a Canadian air charter boosting resort traffic utilizing 
the Airport: The Cape May County Department of Tourism is investing 
significant resources in developing this destination driven market. 

 
Long Term 

● DRBA should consider the potential benefits of developing additional flexible 
building space for small business retail:  The airport could attract businesses 
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away from higher priced real estate areas to the much more affordable Airport 
property. 

● In the Post-2013 period, DRBA should consider the development of a new 
terminal building as a focused point of entry to the Airport.  Such a building 
could consolidate a number of functions on the Airport that are currently using 
other facilities that may not be cost effective to continue. 

 
Timetable and Trigger Points 
 
 Table 15 presents a timetable and listing of trigger points for implementation of the 
recommended plan, grouped by type of action (administrative, marketing, etc.). 
 

Table 15 - Action Plan Trigger Points 

Action Description Trigger Point Timeframe 

Airport Services    

Avionics/Business Jet 
Maintenance 

DRBA should consider finding a SASO that 
offers Avionics, or have the current FBO add an 
Avionics service 

When provider is 
available 

2009-2013 

Airport Development    

Sewage Moratorium DRBA should work to remove the sewage 
moratorium for new development at the Airport 
by having the facility designated as a Center 
relative to the NJ Smart Growth Plan.   

Immediate 2008 

Development of Non- 
Aviation Airport Land – 
Short Term 

Develop space for RV/Boat storage  
 
 

As soon as funds 
become available 
to convert open 
land. 

2009 
 
 

Runway Length Restoration 
to at least 5,000’ 

Extend runway by 4 feet to attract corporate 
aviation. 

As soon as 
practical 

2009/2010 

Development of Non-
Aviation Airport Land – 
Long Term 

Engage local commercial real estate leaders and 
chamber officials to identify opportunities for 
commercial/industrial/environmental 
development on/near the Airport 

As soon as 
demand develops 

Post-2013 

Aircraft Hangars    

One 10-unit T-hangars To house current tie-down users and users on the 
waiting list 

Immediate 2010/2011 

Conventional Hangars Lease land to private interests for 15,000 square 
feet of conventional hangar space to house 
business aviation aircraft 

Beginning in 
2009  

2010/2011 

Marketing      

Public Relations Work with stakeholders to publicize the 
investments made in Cape May County Airport. 

Continuous 2008-2013 
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Table 15 - Action Plan Trigger Points 

Action Description Trigger Point Timeframe 

Market Tourism and 
Business Aviation 

Continue marketing tourism and business aviation Dependent upon 
marketing budget  

2009-2013 

Rates & Charges    

Review Rates & Charges Increase hangar rates in accordance with market 
pricing. 

Beginning in 
2009 

2009-2012 
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7. ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION IS TO quantify the economic impact and contribution of Cape
May County Airport to the local economy.  By showing the existing jobs, income, and total
economic output, acceptance and support for future Airport projects may be generated.  This

analysis demonstrates the economic effects of Airport and aviation use within Cape May County by
tracing the movement of expenditures through the various economic sectors until the money is
exported incrementally from the County through purchases of outside goods and services. 

7.1 Goals and Methods of Analysis

The goal of this analysis was to quantify the following economic aspects of Cape May
County Airport for the existing situation:

! Direct Spending: On-airport and off-airport spending on employment, operations,
and capital projects.  Associated with providers and users of airport services.  Also
includes rental car, hotel, and restaurant spending.

! Induced Benefits: Impacts created by the successive rounds of spending in the local
economy until the original direct or indirect impact has been incrementally exported
from the local area.

! Jobs and Income: Income generated by aviation and the number of jobs supported
by the Airport.

! Total Output in Dollars: The combined impacts of direct, indirect, and induced
spending.

! Taxes: Tax revenue contribution of the Airport and aviation industry to local and
State units of government in New Jersey.

To accomplish this goal, the study utilized the following simplified process and methodology:

! Collect data on direct impacts through on-site inspections, surveys, and secondary
source published means.

! Apply regional multipliers to direct and indirect impact numbers.
! Describe non-monetary impacts of Cape May County Airport and local aviation.

Information concerning on-airport employment was gathered from DRBA, while information
concerning aircraft owner spending was collected through the use of surveys.  In this regard, an
Aircraft User Survey was mailed to all based aircraft owners.  Airport management surveys were
not needed, since much of that data had already been collected for the business planning effort.
From the surveys, results indicated that average spending on single engine propellor based aircraft
was $10,283 in 2007.  In addition to DRBA, there are three aviation-related on-Airport employers:
Big Sky Aviation (FBO), Penn Turbo Aviation, and the Naval Air Station Wildwood Museum.
Surveys revealed that 16 full time and three part time aviation jobs are based on the Airport.  In
addition, there are 265 non-aviation jobs on Airport industrial park property.  Estimates of on-airport
aviation-related expenditures, including capital spending, exceeds $2.0 million annually.  It should
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be noted that the impact of all of these numbers is multiplied by successive rounds of spending
within the local economy.  

7.2 Results of Analysis

The economic impact methodology first identified the direct spending and employment at
Cape May County Airport (called direct impacts) and included the direct spending at off-airport sites
such as hotels and restaurants.  Armed with this information, regional respending multipliers derived
from IMPLAN software were applied to the data to determine the multiplied impacts of direct and
indirect aviation-related spending (called induced impacts).  Table 16 presents a summary of Cape
May County Airport’s direct and induced aviation-related economic impacts. 

Table 16 - Direct and Induced Economic Impacts:  Cape May County Airport

Item Total Current Impacts
Direct Impacts
   Airport Related Income*  $392,100
   Airport Related Expenditures (Total including capital costs) $2,560,000
   Airport Related Employment (Total including capital development) 18
Induced Impacts**
   Induced from Direct Spending $1,199,900
   Total Induced Employment Impacts 11
Estimated State/Local Taxes $70,000
Grand Total Dollar Impacts $3,759,900
Grand Total Income Impacts* $449,300
Grand Total Employment Impacts 29

* Includes indirect incomes from visitor spending and capital development.  This is a subset of the total impacts and is
already included in the output number.
** Source: IMPLAN Software -  Developed originally by the US Forest Service, it is a comprehensive impact system
built on the framework of input-output and social accounting methodology.  

As shown, Cape May County Airport supports 29 jobs, $450,000 in incomes, and $3.8
million in aviation-related economic output annually.  The aviation activity at the Airport generates
$70,000 in State and local taxes.

7.3 Economic Impacts of the Industrial Airpark

Similar to the aviation impact analysis, an analysis was performed for the non-aviation
employment at the industrial park on Airport property.  This analysis used survey information
concerning the employment and expenditures of the various tenants within the Industrial Airpark.
Table 17 presents a summary of the results.
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Table 17 - Non-aviation Economic Impacts:  Sussex County Industrial Airpark

Item Total Current Impacts
Direct Impacts
   Industrial Park Related Income $14,283,000
   Industrial Part Related Expenditures $24,096,900
   Industrial Park Related Employment 274
Induced Impacts*
   Induced from Direct Spending $9,422,900
   Total Induced Employment Impacts 84
Estimated State/Local Taxes $1,352,100
Grand Total Dollar Impacts $33,519,800
Grand Total Income Impacts* $17,656,500
Grand Total Employment Impacts 358

* Source: IMPLAN Software -  Developed originally by the US Forest Service, it is a comprehensive impact system built
on the framework of input-output and social accounting methodology.  

As shown, Cape May County Industrial Airpark supports 358 jobs, $14.3 million in incomes,
and $33.5 million in total economic output.  The non-aviation activity at the Industrial Airpark
generates $1,352,100 in State and local taxes.

Together, the aviation and non-aviation economic impacts of Cape May County Airport total
$37.3 million in output and support 387 jobs.  In total, the Airport generates $18.1 million in
incomes and $1.4 million in state and local taxes.

7.4 Non-monetary Impacts

There are a number of non-monetary benefits of aviation that have not been mentioned in
this analysis.  Some of these benefits include:

! Transportation Benefits:  Defined as the time saved and cost avoided by travelers
who use airports rather than the next best alternative.  Cape May County Airport
provides access to the National Air Transportation System.

! Stimulation of Business:  Airports have been shown in other studies to be an
important factor in the attraction and siting of new businesses in a community.  This
is particularly true for businesses with over 100 employees. 

! Aeromedical Evacuation:  Airports often serve as bases for aeromedical evacuation
teams or flight services.  This life-saving function has intrinsic value that often
cannot be adequately quantified.

! Recreation:  Roughly 50 percent of commercial airline travel and 60 percent of
general aviation travel is for recreational purposes.  This includes the valuable tourist
trade which brings economic activity to the Cape May area.
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All of the above factors point to a value of an airport that is not easily quantified.  The
impacts that were estimated within the body of this report - direct and induced - are only one facet
of the overall picture.  Cape May County Airport enjoys a significance that is much larger than these
numbers can estimate.  It is part of a scarce resource that needs support, protection, and appreciation
from all the citizens that benefit from its operation, both directly and indirectly. 
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Appendix A - Business Incentives Available in Cape May County 
 
 New Jersey economic development interests work with business and industry to help 
enhance local and state economies.  From loan programs to incentive programs, the State of New 
Jersey is committed to investing in businesses as they invest in the Garden State.  These 
incentives can be used by businesses desiring to locate or expand at the Airport.  The following 
presents a summary of the various loan, tax relief, and incentive programs available for potential 
Cape May County Airport businesses: 
 

● The New Jersey Economic Development Authority (EDA) plays a key role in 
improving New Jersey’s economic well-being by providing businesses with the 
financial assistance needed to grow and succeed and by helping companies create 
and maintain jobs.  Some programs that EDA can assist with are: 

  - Direct Loan Program 
  - Fast Start for Small Business Program 
  - Loan Guarantees 
  - Local Development Financing Fund (LDFF) 
  - New Jersey business Growth Fund 
  - New Markets Tax Credits Program 
  - Statewide Loan Pool Program 
  - Urban Plus Program 
  - Urban Plus 
  - Bond Financing 

● Export Financing:  There are a variety of export financing programs available to 
businesses from many local and regional banks throughout New Jersey. In many 
cases these banks have international trade financing services.  

  - U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA)  
  - Export-Import Bank of the United States (Ex-Im Bank) 
  - Ex-Im Bank's City/State Partners Initiative 

● Environmental:  New Jersey is committed to taking steps to ensure that all of its 
communities share in the state’s economic growth and to ensure that growth is 
“smart” and should allow for the protection of the state’s environment. 
- Sustainable Development Loan Fund  
- Smart Growth Redevelopment Funding  
- NJ Brownfields Redevelopment  
- Hazardous Discharge Site Remediation Loan Program  

● Tax Credit Programs: New Jersey offers a variety of tax credit programs aimed 
at continuing to develop and grow the state's businesses. New Jersey programs are 
aimed to help companies invest and reinvest in the state. 

  - Geographic & Urban Redevelopment Tax Credit Programs  
  - Life Science & Technology Tax Credit Programs  
  - Manufacturing Tax Credit Programs  
  - Workforce Tax Credit Programs  
  - Environmental Tax Credit Programs  

● Clean Energy Programs: Administered by New Jersey’s Office of Clean Energy, 
this program offers commercial, industrial, and municipal customers financial 
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incentives, design support, and technical assistance to integrate energy efficient 
and renewable energy technologies into new construction, upgrades, and new 
cooling & heating equipment installations. 

  - New Jersey SmartStart Buildings Program  
  - Clean Energy Financing and Assistance Programs  
  - 2008 Combined Heat & Power (CHP) Program  

● Life Science & Technology: The life science and technology financial programs 
are designed to help grow companies, bring innovation to the marketplace and 
create a collaborative environment between universities and businesses.  

  - The Edison Innovation Fund  
  - Incubator Seed Fund Grant  
  - Stem Cell Research Grant  
  - Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Grant  

● Incentive Programs: New Jersey is committed to helping to keep New Jersey's 
businesses competitive in the global market place.  

  - Job Creation & Retention Incentive Programs  
  - Tax Credit Programs  
  - Workforce Training Grants  
  - Technology Program  

● Geographic & Urban Redevelopment Programs: These programs stimulate 
investment in its urban centers and redevelopment zones.  

  - New Jersey's Urban Fund  
  - Urban Transit Hub Tax Credit  
  - Urban Enterprise Zones (UEZ)  
  - Portfields  
  - Innovation Zones  
  - Foreign Trade Zones  
  - Urban Redevelopment Financing  
  - Developer, Syndicator and Investor Programs  

● Manufacturing Programs: The New Jersey Economic Development Authority 
(EDA) offers a multitude of programs to support manufacturing companies 
located in New Jersey from low-cost, long-term bond financing, to loans, 
guarantees and incentive grants, the EDA can serve as a one-stop service center 
for the financing and growth needs of manufacturing businesses. 

● Small Business Association Programs: These are designed to aid, counsel, assist 
and protect the interests of small business concerns, to preserve free competitive 
enterprise and to maintain and strengthen the overall economy. 

  - 7(a) Loan Guaranty Program: The 7(a) Loan Guaranty Program serves as 
the SBA’s primary and most flexible business loan program to help 
qualified small businesses obtain financing when they might not be 
eligible for business loans through normal channels at reasonable terms.  

  - SBA Express:  As a component of the 7(a) loan program, the SBA 
Express Guaranty Loan Program provides both the lender and the 7(a) 
borrower with prompt and efficient service. 

  - The 504 Loan Program: The 504 Loan Program provides growing 
businesses with long-term, fixed-rate financing for major fixed assets, 
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such as land and buildings and machinery and equipment for expansion or 
modernization. 

  - CommunityExpress: The CommunityExpress Pilot Loan Program 
financially assistance is offered to pre-designated geographic areas serving 
mostly Low and Moderate Income areas and New Markets small 
businesses.  

  - Patriot Express: Integrates all of SBA’s programs and services to veterans 
and members of the military community. Patriot Express targets those in 
the military community who want to establish or expand small businesses.   

  - SBA Microloan Program: The Microloan Program makes loans of up to 
$35,000 available through four New Jersey based private, non-profit 
intermediaries. 

 




